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1

INTRODITTION. yirN

This interpretation is based on a visit made to Australia and New
Zealand in the year 1920. In this visit I had the advantage/4 trying
to understand material conditions and of conferences with the great
citizens of the Conuficinwealth and of the Dominion. Every oppor-
tunity was given for studying the conditions of the higher education
and of its fundamental forms and forces in the life of the-South
Lands.

Whatever of merit the following pages contain springs from the
5 offerings made to me by tle professors of the universities, by the

governors general by the .premiers, by the legislators, by the mem-
bers,of the high judicial courts, and by other leading citizens. To
each member of this noble and diverse company I am profoundly
grateful.

11( tf R/ 0.1i 1' 11;21( '641,

Janual, 1922.

CHARLE0 F. Tliwnsm.

of



HIGHER EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.

CHAPTER I.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL.

1. LIEUTENANT ('UOK'S DISCOVYRIES.

In 176S an Englishman, Lieutenant Cook, was sent out by King George 1II
with a body of scientists to Tahiti to make Ustronomical observations. Cook
was also asked to be on the alert for signs in the southern continent of romance
and of legendary tale: When he was able to leave Tahiti he set sail for New
Zealand, the discovery of Tasman, and was almost ready to direct his course to
Tasmania, or Van Dieman's Pond. when a storm drove his ship to the north-
ward. On the morning of April 19. 1770, for the first recorded time, was the
temperate souther4, n shore of Australia sighted at the "Ninety -mile Beach of
Eastern (Appsland." Abandoning his plan to go to Tasmania, Cook sailed up the
eastern shore of Australia, seeking a place to land. By reason of unfavorable
winds and seas it was, not until the afternoon of the 28th 41as of April that his
ship was brought, to anch9r in Botany Bay. Here a week was spent in an
endeavor to Win the condlence of the natives, and in explorati6n. But the
natives were not friendly. The land, however, he found to be rich and fertile,
with growng grass, and the soil of "deep-black mould," bringing to his vision a
future golden with ripenivg grain fields.

Leaving Botany Bay on the 6th of May. Cook sailed up the coast of Aus-
tralia. taking careful survey of outline and making charts of such accurac
that they were the marvel, as well as the guide, of many seafarine men'for e
succeeding years. Finally lieutenant Cook found himself at Cape: York. wh re
he took possession of the whole eastern coast Of Australia in the-name of the
King of England, giving it the name of New South Wales.

Among the scientists who accompanied Cook was Joseph Banks, a botanist.
lie was much interested lb the explorations of Cook, and it is said that the
notes'in his diary were referred to afterwards, in the subsequent descriptions
of the voyage, quite as much as were the accounts by Cook. The examination
of the plants and herbs; which grew in great variety, and of soil, by Banks and
by another botanist by the name of Sollander, moved Cook to give the name of
Botany Bay to the body of water iu which he first anchored. In later years
it was thaough the effort of Sir Joseph Banks that a settlement in New South
Wales was made, and after the colony was founded he did all in his power to
help. Plants he sent and sheep from the "King's own flock." He also was
interested in additional explorations both on sea and land. . ,

In his tWo subsequent voyages Lieutenant Cook did not touch agalilioathe
Australian shore, beineunaware of the greatness of the country, and still eager'

1



2 RIMIER EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.

to find the land to the south. In the meentinie pngland and her American eolo
!lists crimesto war, snit by reason of these hostilities the stream of convicts who
at the rate of 1,000 a year, had begirt sent to labor for the English settler" it
America was stopped. At the close of the War of the Revolution the prisons of
England were full to overflowing, and the former outlet being forever obatrueteil
the question emerged of the eeiliency of sending them tothe new country
which Cook bad discovered. But the diIii/U1Ce was grvt, and the hind .tinpro.
tectvkl from any enemy ships that might find their way to its shore. France,
with whom England had been at war in America, and who ships already saiiisl
in the waters about Australia, seemed especially threatening. Bence his
English (lovernment long delayed the decision, At last, by reason of the ni

need, Lord Sydney, the home minister, gave orders for a fleet to be prepared
to transpOrt 150 convicts to the no land. Thus about 16 years after ('viol
had touched its shores was Austral again to he visited and to be settled by ti
colony somewhat unique in the history of the world, consisting of 1,000 souls
three- fourths of whom were under conviction as lawbreakers. The rest of the
Company was comptised of °dicers, the marine guard. and the wives an
children of a few of the marines. To (Irey this body of people on an eigiv
months' voyage over almost unknown seas to a practically unknown land Iva,
a mentions piece of business. To choose the proper man to command the
ex' anion and afterwards to make a tilting government of the colony requires
aiKs al moral (lire and intellectual diseernment., But by the aPpointment

Arlhur Phillip, who had fought In the Seven Years' War, and later it
the far against France, did Lord Sydney give eV idelltv. both of Mallon sue
v1 in.

fter an eight-months' preparation, ca.retuIly stnervised to the smallest detai
byl Captain Phillip himself, the little party set sail, and on January IS, 17sS
re clad the shores of Botany Bay. But the health conditions were conpiitiered Is
PI Rip unfavorable. by reason of the swamps by which the itts its surrounded
H himself, therefore, pushed on farther north. The result of his exploration
was the removal of the baud of couvicts from Botany Bay, where he had it
the eauthae left them, to I:sirt Jackson on Sydney rove. Here, oil the 7111

P

of

Feb nary, 17S8. was the -first British coltaif in the South Seas formally founded
Tie visions of the higher education, however, in Australia were not seen unti

abo two-thirds of a century, after the first settlement, had elapsed.* The
year I7SS is Viol us the natal year of Australian life. The act establishim
the niversity o>t Sydney was passed in ,1850: The first college on the Amen
can t (affluent was founded less than a score of yetirs after the first settlers
land in New England. The comparative difference in time between the be
gin& 1 g of the colony and the beginning of the university is significant ,a
wan ;; differences betWeed the American world and the world of the atipodes
'For the cause f the lack of interest in education found in the first colonists
Australia, hoW er, one need not go far to seek. One obvious reason lies it
the social dais the settlers. Some of them were, and would be called to-day
criminals. Of arse, others would not he so named. The crimes for whicl
they were Dente for deportation would to-dayand perhaps chiefly-Hs
dismissed =punt s or be punished with a fine or brie/ imprisonment. Steal
lug a sheep, or si king with disrespect to a judge, 100 years ago might have
resulted in a voya -to "Botany Bay." But not all convicts, course, Fere a
this neutral charac r. - Some were, indeed, criminals. But to whichever dam
of offenders they be ngetr they- were drawn for the most part from a grade 0
society whose intere lay in fields other than educationaL
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GEOGRAPHICAL AND Htsrmuckt. 8

2. EnNIlIe fONDITIONS.

Thit perhaps the chief reason of the long delay is found in the economic con -
ditini the colony. Misfortunths of all !gls abounded, and the struggle for

existenctt is4canie dominant. The quartette jr years from 17Ss to 1702
was finught with incredible AlltrerillK and hardship.

The sheep died. The cattle strayed and were lost. The convicts Were lazy.TN °divers of the guard quarreled among themselves. Major Ross, Phl Ilip'ss.coand in emmand, declared the colony would not he self-supporting for aLim( ired years. It will he cheaper to feed the convicts on turtle not venison
.4111.o TAinlein Tavern than lie at the expense. of senaling them here." When the
,visiloa was sent to the Cape for flour she could only bring back tour 111011t118.11pply. All 'midi- works haul to be stopped, and the food allowance made as
s111:111 its 1)0ible. Phillip'w private store of door wept into the common stockthe governor refused to fare one whit better than the convicts. He disuatche(t
a couple of hundred people to Norfolk Island to relieve the distress in ayiney;stlircely were they landed when the Sirius went ashore, anti a 111111111Ity Ofstores Was totally lost. Mennwhile,two ships had beet) sent from England with
help, hut the one that carried most provisions W118 Wreeked near the Cape ofCoot! hope, while the other (which had some stores aboard) had also 200
convicts; and within the month another 1,000 convicts were put ashore, withnews of yet 1.00 more to (lane.

Phillip Was at his wit's end. lie hall found fair agricultural land 8i thebead of Ow harbor. where Parnunatta 110W SIMON. MI had laarked unit at town-ship there, to be called lint-the first fleet was quite.lacking in fam-es. His own butler Was 1'0111111 to know. at little about farfninu, and was given
charge of 100 eonvits to do the best he multi. Letter titter letter. t ent to :Am-

asking for free settlers, or for men who onild give instruction lit farming
t.arttentering anal 14s.d.makilag: but free settlers were. few and far betweenaid out of Ave "experts" who-arrived in 1790 only one was in any way quailtied for the work. The natives, too, were hostile. Phillip did his best. to treatthem kindly, few of the settlers followed his extimple; stragglers front thetownship were killed by- way of revenge, and the hthill was wet on fire whenever

the IN hitt. Melt turned their stock into it for pasturage. As for the convicts, the
workers -with whom this new colony was to be built up, their--conditIon wasmost pitinble. Phillip's own contingent had been brought out In good health.
cuing to his personal care; but the second fleet lost 270 out of its 1,000 paswen-
ger on the voyage, and landed nearly roo sick. The third fleet did better, but,
eten so, landed nearly at third of its ecnivkts tolil to work.'

The four hard years finally passed, and with the coming of 1'192 dawned a
brighter day. The threat of famine was over. In the settlements, now three
in umber. the population indudt.41 some 6,01.10 people. with 170 farmers din-
trilinted among them. :dew' discokries of rich land- inereased the opptirtuulty
for agriculture.

3. LATER 1)EVF.L4IPMENTS.

From Phillip's time, throughout the nineteenth century. Australian tory
is a story of developments, pastoral, agricultural. industrial. marid , and
mining. The most COIIVICUOU8 point, although not perhaps the most im a slant,'
is the mining industry, which came to its fullness, in I1351, in the di eery
of gold. This discovery ,and the subsequent working of the Mines. se veil to
put. Australia into relationship with all the world. It also served, or the
time being, to revolutionige the ordinary ifte of Australia, agricultural,
and industrial.

The most important political action in the period the formed after
pwlongeddebate both in Australia and in London,' of the Colunnonw Rh of
Australia. The final and formal institution of theGeneral Government treed
on the first day of the twentieth century. The rights, the duties, the powers,

I History of Australia. by..Arthur W. Jose, CIL II., pp. 22-23.
1032.58*--22-2



4 HIGHER EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA -AND

and relationships of the Commonwealth and the separi4e States are well indi-
cated by an outstanding historian :

In Australia the States are much more independent than in Canada or South
Africa) ; it is they who, by sanctioning the Constitution Bill, have given the
Federal Parliament power to make laws on certain subjects. . . . In all matters
not specially handed over by the Constitution the States are still independent;
and acts dealing with these matters, if the Federal Parliament happens to pass
them, are of no effect. The States, therefore; retain their old constitutions,
legislatures, ministries, law courts, and most of their administrative depart-
ments; they manage, each for itself, their railways, lands, education, police, and
nearly all matters which concern only single States; they can levy direct taxes
(I. e., income- tax, land tax, stamp duties, etc.) on their citizens; and their
boundaries can not be altered without their own consent. The chief matters

-now under Federal jurisdiction, with which the States have no mire to do. are:
Oversea and interstate trade and commerce, taxation through the customs,
postal, telegraphic, and telephone services, defense, external affairs e., deal-
ings with other nations and with the British Empire outside the bounds" of
Australia), And the restriction of immigration ; also quarantine, meteorology,.
trade-marks, copyright, and old-age pensions. Many other matters, such as
marriage laws, banking. Insurance, bankruptcy, and other commercial subjects
in which more States than one are concerned, the Federal Parliament can take
over from The States when it likes.'

But a condition more important than the formal relations of State to State,
of State to Commonwealth, and of Commonwealth to State. concerns the classi-
fication or character of the population itself. The population has now increased
to about five and one-half millions, 40 per cent of whom are found in four great
citiesSydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, and Adelaide. One-half of this total
population represents those who in a broad interpretation earn a livelihood,
and the other half those who spend the income thus earned. Of those who
earn a livelihood, about 30 per .cent are engaged in agriculture or pastoral
pursuits, about 30 per cent in manufacturing and trade, about 15 per cent in
commerce, about 5 per cept in shipping, about 10 per cent in the professions.
and about 10 per cent in domestic service. These proportions illustrate and help
to prove that the material elements and forces of a new country form still the
ruling power in Australia.

In the most recent decades the attention of Australia has been centered
upon -two commanding questions first, the maintenance of a white popula-
tion ; and secondly, the dominance of the labor interests. It is the determination
of 'Australians of every sort and condition that neither the brown race nor the
fellow nor the black, neither Japan nor China 'nor 'India nor Africa, shall he
suffered to gain a foothold on this part of British soil. The reasons for this

conclusion are, comprehensively, to ward off what are regarded as national
dangers. These reasons are economic, political, moral, racial. Whatever may
be the value of these reasons, to most Australians the conclusion is inevitable.

Closely asipctated with the goveantnental and racial policy of the dominance
of the white race is a second question of deepest interest. It relates to the
power of industrial employees, usually organized into the trade-union. This
conceal; not only its dominanCe as an industrial factor but also as a political.
The trade-union, be it at once said, has become the Labor Party. With the
exception of the State of Victoria, the Labor Party is frequently the party In po-
litical. control in every State, and also in the Commonwealth. Such a condi-
tion is of the utmost significance for every phase of Australian society. and
for every form of Australian activity.'

*History of Anitralia, by Arthur W. Jose, Ch. II, p. 196-7.
The white policy and the labor condition are presented in the author's Human Aus-

tralia.



CHAPTER II.
THE UNIVERSITIES OF AUSTRALIA.

1. GENERAL INTERPRETATIONS.

The universities of Australia are British. They are British in their origin,
legal; British in their conditions, political and social ; British in their primary
influence from civilization. The members of the teaching and research staffii
bear the degrees of Oxford and Cambridge., of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and of the
Midlands universities. The constituency whence studentsitre drawn is also
British. In a recent census more than 82 per cent were Australian born, and
more than 13 per cent were natives of the Unite4, Kingdom. More than 95 per

.cent therefore represent British extraction.
In such a racial and social condition flourish the six universities. Three of

the six are the University of SOney, founded in 1850. a year before the inrush
of the gold seekers; the University of Melbourne. founded in 1853, in the midst

of the gold excitement ; and the University of Adelaide, founded in 1874.
These three universities hear the name of as well as ore established in the
capital of each of their respective States of New South Wales, of Victoria, and
of South Australia. The three remaining universities, too, are established in
their respective capitals of their States, but they bear the names of the State
itself. The University of Tasmania. at Hobart, was founded in 1890. The
University of Weensiand, situated at Brisbane, and the University of Western
Australia, at I'erth, were each founded in the year 1911.

These universities are designed to serve primarily their own local popula-
tions. populations which are small. Their service is largely, though by no
means entirely, ihitited to the people of the 'state in the capital of which they
are placed. Sydney by the census of 1919 had a population of 800,000, and the
State, New South Wales, a population of over 1,800,000; the city of Melbourne,
a population of over 700,000, and the State of Victoria over 1,400,000; the city.
of Adelaide, a population of about 225.000, and its State of South Australia
not quite 450,000; Brisbane, a population of about 178,000, and the State of
Queensland about 690,000; Perth, a population of 130.000, and its State, West-
ern Austsella, 310,000; Hobart, a population of somewhat over 40,000, and the
State, Tasmania, over 200,000.

These universities are separated each from the other by long distances:
Beginning with the most northerly of the universities, Queensland, Brisbane is
725 miles. from Sydney ; Sydney is 582 miles from Melbourne r Melbourne 483
miles from Adelaide; and Adelaide 1,217 miles from Perth. These four univer-
sities occupy perhaps one-third of a circle, this arc having 8,490 miles of dis-
tance. The University of Tasmania, at Hobart, lies outside of the curve, being
about 500 miles south of Melbourne.

5



HIGHER EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA +ND NEW ZEALAND.

2. INSTITUTIONS OF THE STATE.

These six universities are emphatically State universities. They do not
belong to the (7onanoiwealth of Australia. Foleral education in Australia is
unrecognized, as it is in the United States. As a State function the higher .
education receives the larger share of its support from the treasurer of the
State in which the university is situated. Under the genera State control, the
immediate government is intrusted, to Pertain specific bodies which bear differ-.
eat names anti exercise somewhat different functions in the several States.

ThesUniversity of Melbourne has_fOr-its governing body a council of 23 mem-
bers. These member§ receive :their election from a body called the senate.
The. senate is composed of those electors who have . received the degree of
d tor, or master, in the university: This electirat, however, belongs to only
20 of the 23 members. The remaining 3 represent, in a special degree, the
Government. One is appointed from the Legislative Council and two from the
Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of Victoria. Twenty are elected and
serve five years. The council, thus constituted, chooses from its own members

chantpllor and vice chancellor only. These officers are rather honorary than
executive. Their chief executive is the registrar.

The government of the University of Sydney is somewhat similar to the con-
trol of Melbourne. Its senate consists of 2 members, 4 of whom are appointed
by the Government, 1 is chosen by the Legislative Council. and 1 by the Legis-
lative Assembly, of New South Wales. Five represent the teaching staff. One
is a statutory life member, 2 are elected by the graduates, and 3 by the " fellows."
as the members are called, who are already in office. This body has entire con-
trol, although its by-laws are subject to the approval of the State government.

The control of the University of Adelaide, the University of Queensland.
at Brisbane, of the University of Western Australia, at Pth. is quite unlike'
the method pursued at either Sydney or Melbourne. There are differences in
many a function, but the dill. rences are not significant for tRe present purpose.

3. THE FACULTIES.

In the Australian, as in the American, university the most important holly
is what is known ashe faculty. This name is less common, however, in
Australia than ,fin the United States. The professorial hoard is used more
commonly than the term faculty. The function of the professorial hoard at the
University of Melbourne is quite like the function of the American university
faculty. Perhaps the chief and comprehensive item is that the professors con-
sider all questions relative to studies and to discipline. The board prescribes
books and subjects for lectures or examinations. It determines all-questions
regarding admission. It makes recommendations regarding the granting of
degrees.

The duties of the president of the professorial board are not unlike those of
the president of an American college. He convenes and presides at meetings.
He transmits results from, one official body to others. He is a sort of liaison
officer. He has a general superintendence 'over the educational affairs. He
administers discipline to students and is obliged to consider charges of mis-
conduct or Inefficiency on the part of officers.

The professorial board 'might possibly. be called a university faculty in the
American term. Under this university faculty there are faculties of the sepa-
rate departmentp, as of medicine and of law, of arts anhl of agriculture. Each.
faculty elects its own dean each year. His duties are similar to the duties of
dean 14 an American college. The chief immediate executive officer of the



University of Sydney is called warden or, registrar. In the University of
Western Australia the chief executive officer is the vice chancellor.

4. FINNCIAI. 1:ELATiNS.

The similarities and differences of the universities obtain also in the financial
field. In a recent year the contributions of the respective States to the 'univer-sities were as follows:

in 1917 the University of Sydney received from the Government of 'New South
W:;les over .V10.000; the University of Melbourne, from the -Government of Vic-toria, f27,000; tin, University of Adelaide, front the Government of South Aus-
tralia, nearly f13,000; the UniVersity of Tasmania, from the State, CAM; theUniversity of Queensland. 'front its State.' over f1,000; and the University of
Western Australia, f13,5041 In addition to the grunts made by the State, theuniversities have received private benefactions. Sydney has an endowment of
f50,00, an endowment that has recently received large additions. The Uni-versity of Melbourne received benefactions to the amount of over impoo, and
the 'University of Adelaide, praelleally the s!une mount. The University ofTaCnania has an insignificant endowment, while the University of Western-
Australia Is the recipient (If an endowment of one chair and an additional bene-
faction of about 4,000 acres of land. The University Sf Queensland has receivedotily a few thopsand pounds for specified purposes.

From these diverse incomes the universities expended amounts that differal-. in (.1 pual degree. The expenditures.of the University. of Sydney amountedin a recent year to nearly 1172.000 (Inclusive .of certain, permanent invest-
ments) ; of Melbourne, to about £78,000, with investments; of Adelaide, to overf2S.000; of the University of Tasmania, to nearly £8,000; of Queenland, atitiut£22000; of Western Australia. over £17,000.

The horsing, too, or the re:ertly,. universities indicate differtmees greaterthan the amount of income or of expenditures: Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaidehave fitting academie homes. The prevailing type of architecture is Gothic.Clustered spires are found on the slopes of Sydney and the plains of Melbourne.The amount of land, too, belonging to Melbourne and to Sydney is large. Plant-4ngs, of trees and shrubs add to tile. academic impressiveness. The Universityof Queensland, however. Is housed in a residence ontle used by the government.The University of Western Australia has still to build a- titling einvironment,and at lbart the University of Tasmania thus only one building, which, despiteits noble situation overlooking the beautiful harbor, is antiquated.

5. REsERCII AND TEAcHING.

The universities of Australia are both research agencies and teaching insti-tutions. The entrance of the students to each represents. methods prevailingin the American university. The chief Subjects which the student presents fornintrieulation are English, Mathematics, Greek, French, or German, Englishhistory, or modern. In science, also, he presents either economics, botany,
chemistry, biology, physics, physiology, or zoology.

These topics cover what is called a general examination. But, in addition, laorder to enter certain special schools, he is obliged to pass in certain specificsubjects; as, for instance, in-law he is required to attain a certain high stand-ard in Latin ; and in engineering, a certain high standard in mathematics andemnomies.
The chief difference between the Australian university student and theAmerican is wade evident at his matriculation. This matdculation occurs at or
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about the age of 15. Students for the medleal fiehool or school of law may enter
upon their professional studies uPon their entrance to the university. They
do not become candidates for the degree of bachelor of arts, but for the degree
of bachelor of medicine or bachelor of law. They enter usually at once and
to a certain degree upon their professional study on entering the university.
A few stude however, who are able to give a longer time to their profes-
sional studies o devote a year or more to what is called in America the under-
graduate cou

6. THE CURRICULUM.

The nonprofessional curriculum into which the student enters is not unlike
that prevailing in a similar institution in the United 'States. Certain extracts
from the statements regarding the studies pursued are interpretative. The
course in the University of Melbourne is typical: Greek and Latin, represented
by many courses. including Thucydides. Aeschylus, and Homer, Aristophanes,
Herodotus, and Plutarch; Lana, by Horace, Cicero, Juvenai, Lucretius, awl
Tacitus; history by the history of Greece and of the Rennin Republic. by the
history of the British Empire, and by European history; and by political
economy. Political economy, for instance. is divided into these subjects:

The scope and method of economics. Outlines of development of economic
theory. Industrial efficiency and organization of industry. Value. The dis-
tribution of wealth between individuals and classes. Causes of variations in
wages, profits, interest, and rent. Unimproved values. Monopolies ; money:
currency ; banking; credit ; foreign trade; taxation: the tariff; the new protec-
tion ; consumption. Outlines of economic development of Great Britain and of
Australasia and of industrial legi stint. Trades-unionism and the new union-
ism-. Outlines of FA nne socialistic heories. l'resent-day tendencies. Elements
of statistics.'

Saeology is represented by such top:es as
* :SocAl evolutionearly history of society. Development of social institutions
and ideas. Underlying principles of western civilization. Growth of modern
democracy. Evolution of the social pyoblem. The present social structure;
principles and problems of sociology--*tandards of social progress. Analysis
of social institutions and social forces. Principles of communal development.
The individual, the amily, and the State. Relation of sociology to ethics, psy-
chology, and education. The present task of social science'

English is represented by the gretit,authors, Shakespeare, Milton, Car-
lyle; Browning, and Matthew Arnold; French and German by many courses:
mathematics, pure and mixed, by studies in analytics, calculus. solid geometry.
kinetics, statics, hydrostatics, potential theory, hydrodynamics and elasticity,
and theory of electricity; psychology, logic aryl ethics, which include mach
items as (1) Psychologypsychological standpoint and methods; analysis of
mental life; sensibility and purposive behavior ; stages of mental develop-
ment, the perceptual and ideational levels ; memory and imagination. thought,
language, and belief. (2) Formal logicthe logical standpoint; the ro-
lem of definition and division; the laws of thought ; formal statement and
inference; fallacies; limits of formal logic. (3) Ethicsthe psychological
basis; the .problem of freedom; stages in moral development; society and the
individual ; the nature of virtue; the moral judgment!.

Philosophy is interpreted by (1) the history of Greece from Thales to Plato,
augmented by the works of Burnet and Adam; and (2) by the history
of modern philosophy, from Des Cartes to Kant, with reference especially to

The Melbourne Univerity Calendar, 1919. pp. 428-9.
Ibid, p. 432.

p. 489.
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Des Cartes, Spinoza. Leibnitz, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume; advanced ethics by
such topics as the history of ethical systems, with special ref4rence to Plato's
Republic, Aristotle's Ethics, Mill's Utilitarianism, and the moral theories of
Butler and Kint. The lectures also take up the development of political thbory
from Hobbes to Burke.'

Metaphysics is presented through such subjects as (1) the problem of mind
and body, with tqtbook by McDougall, and interpretative readings from certain
works of Ladd. ilergson, Samuel Butler, and Sherrington; (2) the theory of
knowledge, which includes lectures oh " The Intuitinistic and Criticill Solu-
dons of the Problem." "The Dialectic of Hegel," aINRecent DevelQaPnts,"
with interpretative readings from hooks by Hegel, cken, and Jaines; (3)
modern philosophical movements, the lectures covering' the following points:
«1) An inquiry into the nature and function of the intellect, with special ref-
erence to the views of Bradley, Bergson, and the Pragmatists. (b) An-examina-
tion of Bradley's theory of the absolute. (e) A consideration of Bergson's
view of the concept and his metaphysical method of intuition. In connection
with these letters the students are advised to read the writings of Bradley,
Bergson, Stewart, and Allotta.°

These Subjects referred to are not unlike the offerings' found in the typical
Amerk;th college of the higher grade. Unlike. however, the American college,
the proposed degree following these studies is sharply differentiated from the
degree given with honors.

No formal statement will be given of the studies leading to the professional
degrees, with the exception of that of law, for the courses in law do seem
to have special significance 'for a new nation. The curriculum in law is
broader and more fundamental than is found in many of the law schools of
the United States. 'Among the chief Rel.& are these: Modern political insti-
tutions(a) British political institutions, (b) international relations and law,
(c) modern political ideas; history and sources of English and Australian
law(a) legal method (judicial precedent, legislation, (b) the several
courts and their history, their jurisdictions, and relations; the characteristics
of the adminiStration of justice in each. (c) the foundation of the law and
the development of the courts, and of the administration of justice, in Aus-
tralia ; Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia; jurisprudence, includ-
ing Roman law; private international law; administrative law; the law of
property in land and conveyancing; the law of contract and personal property;
the law of wrongs; the law of procedure and evidence; and equity.'

This statement indicates the closeness of the relationship existing between
the college of liberal learning and the 'professional school of law placed in
Australia, and similar conditions and agencies found in America. The simi-
larities are normal, for both the Australian education and the American are
based upon the British foundation and are inspired by like ideals. Their teach-
ing staffs are also educated narr similar conditions. Until the recent war,
However, the German ideal amMetbod had a far larger influence in America.
Yet, as I have said in a preceding paragIaph and in Human Australasia, the
professional school is too largely made a substitute for the liberal education
given It. the American undergraduate college.

7. PREPARATION FUR THE PROFESSIONS.

In Australia, as In most countries, the law, medicine. and the ministry
remain as the three great professions. In Australia. moreover, as elsewhere,

'The Melbourne CnIvereltv Calendar. 1919, pp. 439-441.
natl. pp. 441-44'2.

611)1d., pp. 508 -513.



are joined to these three, in recent .years, the professions of teaching, of engl-
ring, architecture, editorship, and pharmacy. Other callings, although lessrt

silificant, are added, and will be added as the needs of the community demand.
In Australia, rather more than in most nations, the training for these callings
is given in and through the universities.

But at once a certain exception is to be made. This exception relates to tia.
training for the priesthood. The univetsity is, without exception, the creature
and institution of the State. The education, therefore, which is thus given
is secular. The teaching of religion is excluded, and, of course, by still stronger
reasoning, the preparation of candidates for orders is rendered impossible.
The condition obtains in Australia, in this respect, which obtains in the Ameri-
can State universities.

The first duty of a people placed in a new country is to supply the material
wants. Forests are to be felled, roads are to he made, houses are to be built,
and lands are to be cultivated. The Australians in the first decades gave them-
selves to the promotion of these material conditions. But scarcely had these
conditions been properly cultivated before the intellectual and spiritual interests
demanded a hearing. Presently the fundamental values, as interpreted by intel-
lect and by feeling, in terms of htnuan welfare, emerged. The professions came,
in time. to have their place, and, by parity of development, the preparation of
candidates for these profession "Professional students, as well as members
of professions, held to certain cleifirns of conduct and of proCedure. (1) They
represent a body of literature which the members hate made. or are making,
relative to its rights, duties, histories, and opportunities.' (2) They represent
certain associations of the members with each other, forming a mutual aid
society for defense and protection. (3) They also recognize that they are not
laboring for personal profit, but ft the service of the whole community. In
each of these three elements Of a pr fession the intellectual element is primary.
For, if in its origin civilization is la ely manual, in its development it is and
must be intellectual and ethical. The professions, therefore, become of peculiar
value in social pr4Igress. Such a value has the greatest worth in .Australian
and New Zealand development. For the mind of Australasia is a very practical
mind. It works by rule of thumb. Almost unknown to itself, it is-a prag-
matic mind.' It works for to-day only, or at the longest. for to-morrow. It
has little thought for the day after to-morrow. Sufficient unto the day is the
good or the evii4hereof. It is devoid of the theoretical. It has no genius
for spinning ouR theories or systems, either from its own brain or from
surrounding forces and circumstances. Under such a condition ale training
for the professions becomes of peculiar worth,- This worth is made especially
great and Wives:dye by reason of a certain thoroughness which characterizes
the preparation.

R. STUDENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES.

What are called student activities are not absent from the life of Australian
universities. These activities are, as in America, of many and diverse types.
Athletics abound. The usual games are played. Tennis courts, football fields,
and cricket ovals are common. Clubs for students, usually called " unions," are
many. These. unions are, on the whole, formed after the Oxford model. They
are hoimed in buildings at' least as good as' that which the Oxford University
union possesses. These buildings serve as gathering places for all the diverse
purposes that belong to undergraduate life. Meetings for debate, for quiet
conferences, for reading, as well as for dinirig, are numerous. The membership
includes all matriculants as well as professors. In certain unions there are
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opportunities given to graduate members. The unions in the great Universities
of Melbourne and Sydney particularly serve high and lofty ends by wise and
effOi ve met hods.

The social life of the students Is not so consolidated or concentrated as in
America. Dormitories are less usual, except in the case of womed students..
Members of the university are found dwelling iu all parts of the great cities.

9. }:MESSES or $71-1)F,NTs.

The expenses of the students. both for instruction and for living, differ funds-
mentallY in the different universities. In the University of Tasmania, situated
in the small town of Hobart, of 90,000 people, the cost much less than in thelarge city of Sydney.,. Without doubt the highest cost is found in the two
lan.est cities, Sydney and Melbourne.- The cost is probablY' lowest in Hobart
and I'erth. In no case would the cost of living exceed $875, reckoning $5 to asingle pound. In particular, Ormond College, the Presbyterian College of the
l'uhersity of Melbourne, charges from about $356 to $450 for residence. The
,;sacral scale of living, which Is lower than obtains in American college towns,
influences the students' scale. The. universities have few' wealthy students.

The fees that are paid directly to the universities aggregate in the Uni-
versity of Sydney as follows:

Arts
Ed u,.at ( diploma course - - _

Economics and commerce__ _

Economics (diploma
Law:

First and second years'

$220

226
90

183Third, fourth, fifth years. _ _ .

Medihle sit;Itentistry
774Science
355Agriculture_
419Veterinary science 403Engineering:

(1111
027Mining and metallurgical____ 627Mechanical and electrical _ 580Architecture
1.27

These figurer; cover the fees for the total number of years required to com-plete the courses. and include both matriculation and graduation fees.
.-
10. SALARIES OF PROFESSORS.

The matter of the student's etpetises lends one to the income of the members
of the professorial staff. The salaries of professors. differ in different universi-
ties. Five thousand dollars would represent the higher level, and half this sum
the lower' The universitir being a Government institution, a pension is allowed
professors after the age of (35, or an age near (35. This pension, too, differs in
different cases and under dIfferntVrcumstances. It 'seldom would be more
than half the normal stipend.

'The Universities of Australia, table of fees and !TEO of graduation, p. 27.
The first and second years are in department of arts

°For a comparative statement with American institutions, see Salaries in universitiesand colleges in.1920. U. S. Bureau of Education, Bulletin No. 20, 1920.
108258°--22----3
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11. EDUCATION oF WOMEN.

The universities are coeducational. Into all schools and colleges women and
men are received on equal terms. The identity of the education Is accepted with
general and cordial-appreciation. There are, however, organized or to be organ-
ized, resident colleges for women. These colleges are rather homes than direct
means and conditions for /carrying tut academic work. A certain amount of
instruction, however, is given in these colleges in preparation for university
examinations. The condition obtaining is well expressed in the act of incortstra-
tion of the Women's College of the University of Sydney.

The Women's College is a college within the University of Sydney, wherein
may be afforded residence 1114 domestic supervision for women students of the
universtg, with efficient tutorial assistance in their preparation for the univer-
sity lectures and examinathtns. All students in the college not already
matriculated shall, as sewn as practicable, matriculate in the university, and
shall be required duly to attend the lectures of the miiversity In those subjects
an eXantintition and proficiency in which are required for degrees, with the ex-
ception, if thought Lit, by any such student, of the lectures on ethics, metaphysics,
and modern history."

In the thirty years which )lave passed since its foundation, 200 women have
taken degrees. The contribution which these graduates have made to Australian
life, and especially to that of New South Wales, is well indicated by the follow-
ing statement, furnished by the principal:

57 are married.
4 are head mistresses of- schools.
35 are assistant mistresses at schools or are engaged in private teaching.
5 are assistant librarians in the great ptblie libraries of Sydney.
5 are engaged in private medical practice
3 are resident medical Oaken in public hospitals of Sydney.
1 is honorary radiographic assistant at St. Vincent's Hospital, Sydney.
1 is honorary pathologist at the Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney.
1 is medical inspector of schools to the Egyptian (loverument.
1 is engaged in the women's medical service for India, Countess of DufferIn's Fund.
2 ix engaged in research %ork in Vienna in connection with under nourished awl rickety

children, having dont very valuable preliminary work at the Lister Institute..
1 is doing special medical eye work in India.
4 are leeturers or demonstrators at university or colleges,

1 is a lecturer for the Workers' Educational Association, and Is now studying iu the
United States of America.

1 is a journalist.
1 Is a bank clerk.
1 is a welfare worker for a large city rirm."'

The increase, too, in the number of students also indicates its enlarging in-
fluence: 1800, 51; 1895, 91 ; 1900, 81; 1905, 153; 1910, 1GG ; 1911, 195; 1912, 222;
1913, 254; 1914, 297; 1915, 370; 1910, 499; 1917, 559; 1918, (141; 1919, 699.

PRACTICE OF THE PROFESSIONS.

The larger share of the men who graduate at the universities enter a pro-
fession. One-half or more of the graduates of the American college go into
business. The percentage of .Australian students entering business Is small.
Candidates for the professions, being graduates of the universities, enter their
life callings by a diversity of methods. In respect to medicine, compliance with
the requirements of the General Medical Council, following graduation, gives
them the right to practice in all parts of the United Kingdom, as well as in
Australia. full reciprocity obtitins in all parts of the Kingdom respecting
the v lue of. Australian university degrees.

to T P Women's College within the University of Sydney, 1920. University Catalogue,
1920. pp. 642-3.

',From paper by the principal of the Women's College within the University of Sydney,
Miss S. J. Williams, M. A.
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In law the rule is that to practice before the High Court of .Australia orbefore the Supreme Court of New SuulIt Wales a graduate of the University

of Sydney, having obtained the LI 4. B. degree, has the right to become a
solicitor. Besides obtaining his degree, be must serve as tin "articled clerk "to a solicitor. At many points concessions are made to the holder of theLL. B. degree. In the State of Victoria a acheh% of laws of the University
of Melbourne Nviol has had a seri.ice of one year " under articles" may beadmitted as barrister and. solicitor. In South Australia a similar freedom is;.rinittsi to students of its university who have the ilezireesaf bachelor of laws.Students uho 'impose to .become engineerscivil, in&hanieal, chemical,tlectricallind that their entrithee to their profession is most effectively
se cureq by the four years of traiuing in a university. The Most fully equipped
school of engineering is tin' Russell School of the Universityof Sydney. Thereare, 'however, departments, or schools, of engineering at Queensland, at Mel-bourne. at Adelaide, and Perth. Most graduates enter the Federal PublicWorks departments. The engineers of Australia, like those of Christchurch InNew Zealand, are among the best trained of all the graduates of Australasian
universities. They are found in .lava, South America, China, and most partsof the world.

1 2. TM: TRAINING OF TE.ClIE1114.

The focally of arts in the universities also offers it certain amount of gen-eral professional training for teachers. Of such work Professor Hohne, of Syd-ney. says:

Sydney and Melbourne have professors of edneation who are also heads of theState'1'rainiig 'ollege t'ir Teachers. Adelaide has a State director of educationon its educational committee. and gives it diploma in education to graduates inarts and science w ho take a prescribed course of professional .study and haveproper experience 4f teaching. There is a course in education at Queensland andevery facility is given to teachers to graduate in arts. Western Australia has adepartment of education, but it is not yet fully organirsi. Generally speakingthe teaching profusion is beComing more important wit! prosperous than it haseer been. Its closer association with the universities is a part of this process ofimprovement. An excellent professional equipment for teaching can now be ob-tained in Australia, and the material rewards of teaching are likely to Increase.'

Et. No IN"Fitl'CTIN.
The Australian universities 'attempt no professional training in theology.clergymen and taloOts are educated in speeial schools conducted by the churches

of the fait!, smelt they serve. These schools art., however; at times connected,to it degree, with it University, as is seen in the Wesley College, or King's College,
at Sydney ; but affiliation of any kind, if existing. is specially created, in order toavoid certain almost inevitable embarrassments.

For the universities of Australia are civil institutions. They have no relation-ship to the Christian other religion, or to religious agencies. The followthg
statement, which is taken from the act of incorporation of one of the allied cot-loges in Sydney, might be made true-of the universities themselves. "This actmakes provision

That no religion, catechism or formulary which is distinctive of any particulardenomination shall be taught, and no attempt shall be made to attach studentsto tiny particular denomination, and any student shall be excused from attend-ance upon religious instruction or religious observances on express declarationthat she has conscietiUous objections thereto."

"The Universities of Australia, published by authority of the Department of Repatria-tion and Demobilization, Australian imperial Force, June, 1019, pp. 21-24.
"Calendar, 1920, The Women's College within the University of Sydney, p. 3. .-
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In the act of incorporation of the University of Ade Maio, too, is found the'fol-
lowing statement :

No religious test shall be administered to any person in order to entitle him
to he admitted as a student of the -said university, or to !id !Olive therein. or to
graduate thereat, or to hold any'advantage or privile.-:c thereof."

' Such prohibitions, however not prevent students from organizing into
Yo ling Men's Christian Assocktions, Young Women's Christian Associations, and
similar bodies. In general it would be my jtaigment that the religious influences
prevailing upon the stenlents are less marked than arc found in the typical uni%er-
sitles of America. It may not IN' unfitting to liciti that the elittiilitli,ot of
religion as a direct and specitk torco in the formation represents. in Hue oldnion
of manY,40 serious lack and loss.

1. Calendar of the Luiverbity of Ativ Little fur the Year ItQu, p. :436.



CitAPTER
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ZEALAND.

1. CONTRAST IIETWEEN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.

The contrast eiween the people of Australia and the people of, Nev Zealand
is well expressol in pariolralis of it recent novel. the of the characters isload, to say :

We Maori hinders have got a neat little row to hoe; were prosperous andpar...Mal and well fed; life is easy for us; there are few ups and downa;but we're It-binders, Just us you English tire islanders. set dawn_ in a narrowlittle rountry. narrow ribbon of rugged hind lost in the biggest ocean onthe globe. and we can't help liar touch of Insular self-sufficiency, our parochialprole. We are progressive null all Unit. but there's a gentle drwsinew in theair: we don't III41 to dream 1rPIIMS: nature provides us with three meat mealsst da; we're not ambitious; we get what we want so easily that we don't"ant the haPoKsile. We have no rebels beentii4e there is so little to rebelFact is, we're smug.
!tut there's something in Australia that makes a man restless, fills him fulldesires. Australia is so unformed. so full of mad chancres, stretch-ing out for so many thousand miles of possibilities and diseoverieti. The%% lade existence of 'Australia is ss gamble on its weather. Australia stakes itsand its fortunes on the gamble of a good season or a Irlad on-e. It playsiwo-u and takes lottery tickets on the drought. The Itch of gambling has gotinto its blod, and Australia .gambles with her legislation and. the temperanceiestion and socialism Just as she gambles on the cup. If she wants the lawsBch anged she cluinges them some tine day, and waits without a qualm to Kr;tht happetn4. And the charm of Australia is that anything might happen.'
The social and racial difference between New 7A land and Australia is con-trasted in the two educational' systems of these islands. The cotarast In themethods of higher islucation Is quite as strongly nurrked us is the contrast

between the social life of New Zealand and the social life of Australia.

2. THE UNION OF COLLEGES IN THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ZEALAND.

The higher eduCation of New Zealand is n the University ofNew Zealand and in its four affiliated or constituent coiege& Its history be-gins in the year 1869, with the establishment and endowment of a universityby the Province of Otago through its Provincial Council. A year after theGeneral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church took upon itself to lay the founds-thn of another university in and for New Zealand. Until 1874. these two
foundations remained as separate units. In that year the University of Otago
surrendeled. or at least put into abeyance, its right to confer degrees, and be-
came affiliated with the University of New Zealand itself. It was, in this con-
solidation, or absorption. agreed that the tfniversity of the State should have
for its chief function the conferring of degrees, and that the other institution,
or institutions, should give instruction without conferring degrees.

!The Australians. by Arthur IL Adams, pp, 20-80.

15
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Distinet and notable initilions were made al !hitt time to the forces of the
higher etluention. Canterbhry College at Christchurchan English ecclesias-
tical and edueational colony--was founded Aucklouil ersitv Col-
lege, at the largest c!ty, was founded in 1R442, and Victorin College at the capital
,City of NVellillgton, hl 1.117.) Thus the VitivrsliY of 2Ingo. CaulcutiltrY
the University College :It kland, and Victoria at Wellington entice to eon.
atitute. as teaching forces. ,t he Uhl% ersity of New Zealand.

PELATIt IN or THE CNsTrturNT 11.W11 tiT1111t..

Th'e reitition of thi.se four colleges to eAch other, n,.twell an III OW tun-
versity. and their tssentbil eoustitittions find the constitution of the university
itself form it most iliteresting itiovenietit and eimilition in :icadetnic history.

The government of the university rests with it senate, The sessile con.d...ts
of 24 members. who are lippointed as follows:

to) Eight or.' elected liv the di-ti tt I court of that is, I

tile graduates.
bl Eight appointed by the governing bodies if sane atli!ta fed Ivos, %,I

by each.
ti, (c) Four appoitited by the professorial isiards- of the ittilliatcd colleges. (me

by each.
(d) Four appointed liy the Governer in Council.'
The aettote tints formed is the ruling and ultiniUte ismer in the liimulation

Though not giving instruition, it determines the ,iitiount 4.1 instruelion twees
nary to h received for obtaining degrees. It vont lois eamiwitiotis throuLir
appointing the examiners. It thus exerekoi e,ottrol nitinnitely over
the scholastic intereals of the four affiliated colleges. It can not lie culled
fl Fetierol silv For Ow etilteges are nut frikited the tale found,
tiOn. But the eollt ;.,,,es are governed by the university itself. Yet. in the esseiitial
working arrangements of each iudivldnul eollego. the university has no part.

The. numagetnent of the four ntliiiitted institutions rests. is huts been hit I'
mated, nut with I he St'llatl of the tlifiversity, but with the collegiate bodies
themselves, This government differs in the four institutions. The l'nhersiI
College, at Auckland, is govern A by at etallItii, consist hug of 11 'numbers, ser
fag in oille for a term of thrie yenrs. Nine of there are elected by
graduates of the district, by the ineinliers of the legislature for the ilistrit, and
by the thivernor in outwit, three being delegated to each body for eleetion
The tuayor of Aut.' :wit awl the chairman of the local board of isineatioli ari
memilera of the council. ox oflleio.

Victoria ectlier, at 1Vellington, Is governed also by a council, consisting of 16
members,. The term of office is 3 years. Fifteen of these inentliers are elected

2 Mention, however, should be madeof the fact that, In advance of the formal founds
Lion of Canterbury College, there was (ented In Christchurch an association called the
Collegiate Union. This was an unofficial voluntary association, formed with the oldie(
of giving academic teaching. ', Lectures were delivered by the masters of Christ's ('oiler
and by Dr. Powell. Those who attended were partly rat-nest teachers who had the in
stincts of scholars and who wished to excel In their profession, and tartly clever and
ambitious pupils who bad advanced beyond the teaching then given at the common
schools and who had nowhere else to go. The standard of this association was far below
that of the upper classes of our secondary schools nowadays. Its students had small
Latin and less Greek, and no English at all, In the sense we now give to tile term

English.! It soon dropped out of existence, into obscur'ty. Still it deserves mention
as the precursor of Canterbury College, of which Its stfidents formed the nucleus?'
(Life of Helen Macmillan Bowen, by Edith Seaile Grossman, p. 1(1.)

*For dates. see " University Reform in New Zealand,' Ch. 1, p. 7.
University Reform In New Zealand, Ch. 11, p. 17.
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3 by each bodyby the graduates of the district, by the members of the legis-
lature for the district, by the teachers of the primary schools in the district, by
education boards in the district, and by the Governor in Council. The profes-
s( mai hoard elects one member. But no professor is eligible for membership in
the council.

Canterbury College, at Christchurch, is controlled by a council, or board of
governors, of 19 members. Of these 6 are elected by-the graduates of the dis-
trict, 3 by members of the legislature for the district, 3 by the teachers of
primary schools in the district. 3 by school committees, 3 by the Governor in
Council, and 1 by the professorial board. As obtains in Auckland University ,

College and Victoria College, no professor may be elected to the council.
Otago University, too, is under the government of a council, of 12 members,

with a term of office of 5 years. However, otagli University: council has 2 life
niemhers, who were elected under the original constitution. The election to this
body is made as follows: Four by the graduates of the district, 6 by tire Gov-
ernor in Council, and 2 by the professorial board. The 2 members elected by
the professorial board may be professors. but no other professor is eligible.

By the side of, and in certain relations superior both in respect to the council
of the individual college anti, to the senate of the university, stands a body
known as the professorial hoard or hoards. The professorial board exercises
functions quite akin to these that belong to the faculty of the American univer-
sit'or college. It is concerned with the academic standing of students and with
the other administrative work of a college of liberal arts.

The statement of these filets serves to illustrate the division of functions and
the possibility of divergence and disagreements between the different bodies

are concerned with the intimate elements of administration. The In-
ference, based upon the statement. is confirmed by academic history. The com-
pleNIty and closeness of relationship have given rise, in 40 years, to not a little
irritation and friction. The irritation has, Jn turn, resulted in many attempts

.at reform, both formai and. personal. These endeavors have met with only
mild success. The condition lying behind and in these attempts is indicated

iti the following paragraphs, taken from " niversity Reform In New Zealand,"
published under the directiop of the University Reform Association:

The absence of the academic point of view makes itself felt in many ways,falling into two types. Either the senate or councils have an aim in View
entirely different from that or the university teacher here or elsewhere ti or inother cases the governing bodies-and teachers have the same aim in view Wilt
differ entirely as to the means by which that aim nuiy he attained.

An Instnnee,of the first kind that the goVertfing bodies contemplate and
encourage purely instructional methods of teaching in subjects* in which that
metlnal has wil more ,or less abandoned in other universities, e. g., modern-languages and psychology. Or, again, the senate belleveir in the.tslucational
value of compelling all students to study certain subjects irrespective of their
aptitudes and InclinatIOns; and this notion is quite bbsoiete in the edueational
world. Instances of the second kind are the retention of methods of examine-
tiOn which have been abandoned elsewhere, arising from the desire to maintainthe standard of our degrees and to exercise a salutary check over Inferior
leachers. No one doubts the genuineness with which both' lay governors and
professors In general desire to attain these ends, but through ignorance the
lay governors adopt methods which, in the opinion of tripe great mass of com-
petent authorities, tend directly to produce the opposite effects. Again, both
lay governors and professors are anxious to encourage the bona fide evening .'
student, and the exempted student, to gain benefits by the existence of unlyersIty
institutions In New Zealand ;-but the natare of the means adopted, at an'y rate
in the North Island, inflicts injury on the university as a whole, without bene -.
king the persons concerned to a.correstfonding extent: whereas. other univer-
sities achieve the same ends by other and more effective means,*

University Reform in New Zealand, pp. 82-33.
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4. EXAMINATIONS AND DECREES.

Perhaps the most outstanding element in the interpretation of the history or
the present condition of the University of New Zealand relates to the natter of
examinations and of degrees. With certain exceptions, the examinations are ex-
ternal, and the degrees are granted upon the basis of such external tests.

Speaking generally, one may say that in all other 7fises the senate appoints
examiners for the various subjects specified ini the courses it has drawn up.
Usually these examiners are scholars of repute, resident in Great Britain, but
in some instances the senate has deemed it cecessary to appoint local men;
for example, in the professional law examinations the exainers.are for the
most part bear practicing lawyers. No. teacher takes part in these degree "ex-
aminations. This is the external system. It is true, however. that for pass
degrees the practical work in the experimental sciences is judged by the
teachers, and thus a very important part of the work of the students in these
subjects never comes under the judgment of the British examiner."

This method Is not absolutely unique. But there is only one other outstand-
ing instance that can now he recalled. Attempts to remedy what is by many
members of the faculties of New Zealand colleges regarded as an evil have
so far failed. The advantages of the system have been noted as:

(1) The method is'unbiased, has always the same form, and is uninfluenced
by personality.

(2) The state of efficiency is kept up and the teaching is quickened.
(3) The worth of the degree is enhanced and the status of the university

is enlarged.
(4) While it is recognized that tie systenl'has its disadvNitages. it is also .

affirmed that the peculiar conditions nittkeit necessary to continue it'-
The objections to this system of external examinations are by most judges,

regarded as more weighty than the advantages alluded to. The disadvantages
have been put under seven heads:

(1) The system deprives the teacher of the dignity whici roperly belongs
to his profession, He is regarded by the students as an Rife or person, under
the rule of the examiner. The students resent the introdUctit I of anycourse,
or of any matter, which does not directly fit them for the e amintitlowi: It
also affects the choice of teachers by thestudentsNiat teacher being motet in
favor who is willing to be whit is known as ".an examination hack."

(2) It incites the student toy" cram " for examinations. lie finds that heeding
the syllabus and the study of old examination papers and of textbooks writien
by the examiner make it easier for hlm to pass the final tests. Th'e aim to

'make a good appearance in them moves him to a greater degree than any
enthu-slasm for liberal learning or ti broad education.

(3) It serves to lessen, in the minds of the student, The value or practical
work. In the experimental sciences the laboratory playg an, important part.
But Umber the. system of the external examinations every candidate fora pass
degree presents a certificate from his teacher stating that he has acceptably
completed a laboratory course. For honors in place of the certificate some-
times a thesis is required, which may he a theoretical one and therefore may
by no means indicate the skill in practical work. But of the difference in the
character of the practical work done by an &nor student and by the student
at the bottoth of the claw; the British examiner knows nothin. The tendency,
therefore, on the part of both student and teacher .1s-to place little emphasis
on laboratory courses.

"University Reform in New Zealand, pp. 73-74.
"Ibkl. pp. 80-82.
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(4) It series to weaken the initiative and Individuality of thb teacher

anti the student. The very fact, that the system produces uniformity is a
stigMa. It infers that a subject can be taught by one method only. It tends

mto echanie. al work. Instruction and research lack quickening and inspiration.
In preparation for external examinations intellectual curiosity is dulled.
Originality and individuality are unpopular, for they tend to lead one out of the
safe environments of the syllabus provided by the senate, on the basis" of
which his intellectual fate is sealed 'Experience has taught the student that
to do work outside. of this syllabUs is fraught with disaster. Science is
regarded by him as a certain number of facts to he memorized for the time
being only. not as a training toward lasting' intellectual power and scientific
acumen. His study comes to have for its purpose the passing of the final test,
anI consists chiefly of that subject matter which ultimately will bring him to
that desired -goal.

(Si The answers of a few questions offered by ,the exathiner are not con-
shimsl a fair indication of the real worth of work whieh, p,rhaps, has covered
years of study. This especially obtains in the ease of the student of scientific
courses. Also if anythimt happens to prevent him front taking examinations
a whole year of time is lost, and by this inisforthns he may be debarred from
ever receiving a senior scholarship or honors, no matter how worthy the work
he has done.

((II) The influence of the system of external examinations touches, too, the
responsibility of the councils in making appointments. The worth of a mem-
ber of the college staff is liable to he judged by his capacity to get men through
heir eXaminations rather ,than by any s ecial ;ability he may have or by any
ehtlinsiastu for his work he may posses . The peoplof in New 7ealand feel that
while other countries'try to remove toy impression that the-teaching is less
important than examinations, thst..system prey:Aline in their country ,serves
to put the emphasis on the examinations. Hence they feel that suitable appoint-

.ments, to 'The college staff should be made.
(7) The system lessens the rank and the influence oT the university. It

tends to create-a fnckof confide4e in the institution which, for itself, suffers
loss of respect. It intimates a distrust. of Ole ability or the 'fairness of the

teacher,c" .

5. CI IMFAT RITICISMS.

Tire whole university orgadization is also made the object of special
vista. For dissatisfaction with the system is general and strong. The criticism
relates largely to five points.

(1) A lack of cooperation is evident, not only: between the governing bodies
but also between the colleges themselves, and in their relation to the exatuining
university. The remedy is yet to be found to correct conditions which have
resulted in t,he encroaching of one body upon the rights and duties of others
and in the lowering of the standard of teaching.'

(2) The senate, which should be the governing and coordinating lay body,
is occupied and loaded down with technical details, assuming duties which
rightfully belong to the faculties or to the professorial boards.

(3) Conferences between the members of -the professorial boards are rare.
This condition results In what may he called intellectual isolation, which,,In
turn, has a deadening effect on the teachers.

(4) In-the three colleges, from the councils of which the professors are ex-
,. eluded by statute, the professorial. hoards communicate with the councils by

!University Reform In New Eugland, pp. R:1-88.
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writing. This is 'considered an' unbualnesslike method, and therefore objec-
tionable. The limitations, too, of the written paper prevent the faculties from
giving fun information and suggestions which might aid the councils to ad-
mlnistsTing their duties by wise and proper methods.

(5) Although the electors of the senate and college councils, individually,
may be interested in the university work. the different electing .bodies may he
out of touch with each other and with the college. The elections to the council
take place at frequent interraN, but arouse little, if any, interest. In the elec.
tious to the senate the personal element, rather than a broad policy, rules!

Ioespite -the current criticisms of the higher education in both New Zealan.1
and Australia, it Is ever to be affirmed that in these new communities the forces
of the higher education are vigorims, possessed of noble determination, nail
guided by wise and true counsels. Their difficultiesand they have difficUlties
many and seriousarise from the newness of the civilization in which they
are placed, and from their remoteness front the older countries. That they will
emerge into a yet larger life and with more powerful agencies. is .just as clear
as Is the future of these island-continents. The course which they have to
make upon the great human sea is a lung and troublous one. A wise in-
terpreter has said, " In Australia we have not recognized this important truth-
with the result that our developing society tosses rudderless amid' ' the irra-
tional forces of political party spleen and class bias. Those individuals who
desire to study and to know are largely powerless to help themselves to a
wider and more truly social vision. Beyond the shores of Australia the world-
storm rages with increasing intensity ; Our will to internal cohesion is con-
stantly disturbed by social disorder and a class hatred that is fast becoming
stereotyped. Yet we alone of all the civilized tuitions give no serious consilera-
thm to the deeper social causes of disorder, And our canacity for social unity
and mace diminishes."

But these difficulties seem less serious when one compares theta, as one well
may, with the difficulties which beset the oldest American college for her first
century. and also with the difficulties of the College of William and Mary. and
of Yale (the second and third in order of foundation ), for their first deeades.
Australian universities can well be inspired by hope and should be willing to
anticipate and to use the grand virtue of patience, the great virtue in uni-
versity administration. $

9 University Reform In New Zealand, pi). 109-111).
Australia : Economic and Political studies. Edited by Meredith Atkinson. " The

Australian Pot cal Consciousness," by Prot. Elton Mayop. 144.
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CHAPTER N.
LIBRARIES.

Carlyle. in his lectures on the Hero Its a Man of Letters, said that the "true
univ,ersity" is "a collection of books." The remark is one of those half-truths
Nvhirli needs the other half to make the sphere complete. The other half of auniversity is n community of personalities. Given a community of great per-
sonalities and a great collection of hooks and the university is founded. ready.
and eager for service. The libraries of the Universities of Sydney and Mel-
bourne, be it said. are not -inadequate. In fact, they would /nnk well with
the better ifbraries in the better Amerlean college. Rut in other universities
the collections are small. The Mill DS for their increase are inadequate. Theuse of them by the stmlentsis

Fisher Library, of the University of Sydney, was founded in 1885 through
a bequest of f:10,000 by Thomas Fisher,' and contains 117,000 volumes. In theUniversity of Adelaide a library was established In 1892 by a gift of 0,000.
The number of books now included in the collection is 50,00o.2 Also. in 1918the wife of an aeronaut gave £500 to found. in memory of her late husband.
Alfred MtilitIr Shnpson, a library in aeronautics to hear his name.' Victoria
College, of the University of New Zealand, possesses a jibraty of about 12,000
hooks, which is maintained by annual grants of MO drawn from the college
funds. The library of the University of Otago was established chiefly through.
subscriptions given by the people, and now has over 14,000 volumes. The selec-
tion of the books fog the students has been carefully supervised by the membersof the' faculties. In the catalogue it is stated that:

All students attending the university, whether matriculated or hot, are en-titled to the free use Of the library, and it is also open as a libraryci referenceto the general public, who. however. mull provide themselves w cards qfadmission by application to the registrar'
In addition to the regular library of the University of Otago there is a foun-

dation known as the Hocken Library housed in the museum, in a wing especially
constructed for the purpose, under conditions laid down by the donor of the col-.
lection. . In 1906, Doctor Hocken, of Dunedin, proposed to give to the people
of the Dominion represented by that city hrs books, pictures, plans, and map,hearing on the early history of New Zealand and Australia provided proper
housing would be furnished. The conditions of the gift being met, the Hocken
Library was established and the collection finally came under the full controlof the university authorities.'

I Catalogue of the University of Sydney, 1920. p. 107.
'Catalogue of the University of Adelaide, 1920, p. 6.

.11 Ibid., p. 7.
6 Catalogue of the University of Otago, 1921, p. 80.
Ibid., p. 82. 'History of OtaitO University. By 0. B. Thompson, M. A., p. 265.
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CHAPTER V. .

EXAMINATIONS IN GENERAL.

An integral and significant part of the universities of' Australasia, as In all
British universities, is fond in the system of examinations. This part is, in
the judgment of many, altogether too significant. But, for better or for worse in-
tellectual discipline, it does obtain. With the exception of New'7ANtland, us else-
where specifically indicated and Interpreted, the method is fundamental to the
university organization. The method is also internal, examinations being'
conducted by the university itself, which offers tuition in the subjects in which
the examination is prescribed.

As n type of such examinations I submit here papers set in economies
and IL education in the University of Tasmania. These papers are selected in
order both to illustrate the kind of questions which are asked in these funda-
mental disciplines, and also, by indirection, to intimate the sort of subjects on
which the youth of Australia are meditating. They are finite as comprehensive
and as difficult us would be set for'correspooding classes in American colleges.

I. ECONOMIC:S.0

1. "Wages hoards were first adopted for the purpose of preventing sweating,
the arbitration court to prevent industrial %vurfare." .Comment on this state-
ment, giving a critical analysis of the liresent functions of the arbitruthin
courts and wages boards.

2. What are some of the more important problems connected with rural de-
velopment in :Australia? Mention briefly some suggested -methods of dealing
with these problems.

3. Upon what general grounds has Slate ownership of industry been advo-
cated? filltistrate by eeference to Tasmanian conditions.ions.

4.91f you were asked to plan an economic survey of Tasmania, what data
would Sou seek and what methods would you employ under the head of pro-
duction?

5. Distinguish wealth froth welfare. Show how the hitter may vary owing
to changes in (a) the amount and ( b) the distribution of the national income.
Illustrate by reference to Australian conditions.

6. What do you consider have been the main causes of the rapid rise in prices
during the past five years? The Econotai4 index number of wholesale prices
in England rose 122 per cent between July. 1914, and March, 1919, while for
the Same period the Commonwealth Statistician's index number of wholesale
prices in Australia rose only GS per cent. Now do you account for this Ms--
crepa ?

7. (a) " The bounty system proposed to make the whole community contribute.
toward the production of certain commodities, though the whole of the com-
munity does not desire their production."

(h) "Diking the period July to December, 1917, theleiports from Australia
had a value of £34,884203, while the imports were valued at L29.407,171 This
gave a trade balance in our favor of over 050)0,000; that is to say, the Austra-
lian community received over £5,000,001) more than It sent out in payment of
imported goods."

2 22
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(c) " We should so amend our tariff as to render it capable ofrutting everymanufacturer on even terms (at least ) with these foreign manufacturers whoproduce most cheaply.
Continent upon the above statements, pointing out any fallacies.
8. (live a short critical nee unit of public finance in Anstralia during the war,and confider the advisability of a levy on capital to liquidate a portion of theAver deb/.
9. Discuss the value of taxation as a means of achieving social reform. Sup-'VI your conclusions by reference -to Tasmanian conditions.

"'Ilk Indicate the part played by banking in modern business and illustrate
}our answer by making special reference to the work of the Commonwealth
Bank.

11. Explain fully how "the cost-of living" is measured in Australia, indi-rat ing any defects in the rt%ults.
12. Consider the case for protection as a fiscal policy in Australia. If itsadoption is desirable, can you suggest the principles upon which to construct a

"scientilk" tariff? What special thingers should be avoided?

2. EDUCATION.
9

1. Quote any two good definitions of education, and -point out in ea easeany limitation of idea. State your own view of the meaning and purpose ofeducation.
2. limy may the teaching of subjeets. say. grammar and arithmetic, be made

61ucatiOnali valuable apart altogether from the information that may beimpanel!?
3. The following statements May he said to mark three stages in the develop-ment of edurtional thestry. Explain them in the light of such thebry, and

briery show in each case how the author came to use the expression:
011 "'Though a linguist should pride: himself to have all the tongue's thatBabel cleft the world into. yet if he have not studied the solid things in themns well ns the words and lexicons, he were nothing so melt to be esteemed a

learned man as tiny yesinum or tradesman competently wise in his mother dia-let only."
(b) " Let childhood ripen in childhood!'
(e) " I want to psychologize education."
4. State briefly the views of the Jesuits, the Port Royalists, and Rousseauon emulation. Show what use you would make of this instinct to secure thema x imam of good and the minimum of harm. -
I'. It is,asserted that attention sums up the past life and character lf anindividua and determines what life and character shall be in the future.Justify or criticize this statement.

Granting educatidn to be a process of self-realization !talleate,brlefly thevplue to the teacher of a knowledge pf the educad's instinctive tendencies.7. Trace the growth of Interest from the primitive aspect as ti means of self -preservation to the highest subjective side.
8. Discuss the problenrthat are incident to a natural correlation of studies.
9. (live a concise itatenient of the importance Of questioning in the educativeprocess, and estimate t) value of the Socratic method in the general work oforal instruction.
10. State and discuss Bentham's canons of punishment.
11. OUtline the leading features of Spartan eduration, and t its influencein any modern system.
12. Ilow has the study of heredity influenced educational thought? Discussin the course of your answer the theory of the transmission of acquired char-acteristics)!

1. EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS.

These papers. which are thus presented in selections, represent the internal
examinations. Two Australian universities also offer what are called public,
or external, examinations examinations, however, which are less significant
than those conducted by the University of New Zealand, as already described.
The University of Adelaide provides tests for individual students of almost

lOrdinary examinations for degree'', the University of Tasmania, November, 1919, andMarch, 1920.
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ginde or diVision, who are.taught outside of the university classrooms.
Such examinations are tests. made by the highest authortt y Of the State, ofthe worth. if this instruction gt. en by the s( hools.or throng,' private tuition andextension lectures. The nature of these examinations are well indicated hy thesyl Whits offered 19 commercial geography for a senior Mass.

General. lifillience of physiographietil, biololaral, social. and politicalcontrols upon tht dist ion, production, mo) evil:thy:se raniodiIles. with spfhil (quill/psis on the social and politiai factors.general few of (lit' extractk, agricultural, inanufactand 1 l'illIspt.rt itithist ries. mid ,1 hit development. "Inv analysi,interpretation of statistics and the use of the various graphicalof presentat ion. -(b) NIaterfais of l'oninitsre/The thief materials of commerce, their prepari-tien, uses, countries 'of vriain and consumption, and hiof rodis of
.1ttention is to he 'Mid is this C4.1111001011 to .ti-trnlimiand south Australian commodities, !both export unit import,(c) Regional. A regional treatment of tlio.e He!: NVIljull are if ecitneffiltImportotice to Australia.

((/) Practical \Vil:. 1101141g" stati-tics on sun:in:11 paper; niarkim: thedistribution of materials of foramen-is and resultant routes tilt Maid;mops; drawing shetult
,t)

Manual of the Pub. t t.f I. 62.



CITIAPTER VI.

WORK F:RS' EDUCATION AL A SSOCI ATION.

1. sluN1E1CANCE or THE movEmENT.

Perhaps the most hut krrI a 11 t nutvelucnt look ill w thrCi ittrrier of the
suit erSh y to the community is found in what is known as the Workers' Ed11-
uatiolial Association. This association, established in England in the year
k1 s13. represents a federation of carious orgaizatitais with the aim of pro-
moting the higher education of the people. it has diverse rehitions. But its
chief relation and its principal work is to carry forward the education of the
adult citizens of the working classes in such subjects as government, sociology,
eco nomics. intiti,trial history, tsychology, aml shilor branches. Its purpose

not (41 aft.r technical training, but an education :s Illwra I anti as large its
the rontlitions allow. It is a navenient to liberal colleges to the
peo p It.

This movement has met with great succisoi In all parts of the British Empire.
-so general has the inoienient iwome that a world fetleratiton has retently !wen
formed in Lontion. tin part of the British Empire has its success been
greater than in the Cialimonweaja of Australia.

The 'A:mini-mice of this movement becomes yet more impressive* as it Is
intertmeted by the fundamental facts of the wi& Industrial movement.

The workmen of Australia are more thoroughly joitall together in unions
than are the workmen of any other nation. The members of the individual
union are closely interloeked with other unions. If not organized into one big
onion III It. they nre yet more closely allied t'' such a formation than
obtains elsewhere. The doss eonscienee and consciousness in the Australian
State is deep and vital. The early 'foundation and the Indust rialutitlitions made
its the population represent the laboring' class of the community. MoFt immi-
grants were gold seekers. farmers, herdsmen. (arpenters, machinists. The state
or trend of society has been and still istinditstrial, agricultural, and pastoral.
Tho%ommunity thus conditioned has been surrounded by the significant cir-
cunistataf of geographical retneteness. Australia and New Zealand, however
great in- themseivi.s, are yet remotefrom the general trend of populiftion.and
the movements of trade. The people who Mlle to the cities, tied about one-
half do, live naturally In close and intimate assoviation. The community has
been it prosperous one. Farming,.the raising of cattle and of sheep represent
the. great industries outside the cities. The whole shipping business has also
resulted in wealth. If great 1rtunes have been few, moderate fatunes have
been numerous, and the comfort of the people of the Commonwealth has been
general' and constant.

The population thus formed has been, and, in the judgment of the learned
and the ignorty,t, of the influential and the obscure, with a few exceptions, Is to
remain, and should be, white. If there be a s:ngle determination out, which the-,
Australiaps and the New Zealanders agree, It is that their part of the world
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shall he free frviii the intermixture of races. The contrast between Stlett a
pnpUlatIon 1111(1 that in the IlaWaiian !shunts is frequently re-
ferred to In .1ustralla and New Zealand, and always with mtvantage to 11...
purer breed.

'Vet Into this Industrial society the agitator hag Conte, lie Seek,: to secure ;1
larger wage and a shorter day or N..4.. lie and dein:110A Strom,g1.
better %vorking conditions. His methods awl weans are leht titilitio tlioe th;;I
obtain in the industrial towns of N...w England or on the w es of the
River. ills recant for the or for the presumed rights of others flimi
those w limn lie serves, se,:le, to In' slight. II is alai is npparent I). narrow, :Ind for
securing it he seir-es tthalere r reties lie it ht. liana.

Such n society, so compact so interlisked, so segregated. so fraught with
possibilities of experiment. represents a eondition in (till. li the knowledco, the
inte1Intellre. the twtee Uf )11.1gillent, the po%ter of interpretation, the s) nipattly
bet teen social th--es, I he-Wforhers. n111,1111(.11;0 A.so,iatioa rer,utK,
fltalti a peculiarly tie h tick] of highest soh la! and economic influence.

2. 4. NI% EltsITY TE Toal.11.

The special method that Is Used in and by thee 'Workers' Educational Assoch-
tIon is found in I be organirot ion of what is known as l'iliversit) Tutorial
The essential elements of such a method of Instruction bate 10011 Interpreted
as (Ohm's:

.k tutorial' class ronsists of from 15 to 311 students who meet once a ,4;(luring the whiler mouths, usiliall) for three e:tirg, at n HOW and
PliWe euunve'ld",1 tee theliisches. nilirsilY conies to the people; it d..es
not ask the Is..tile tosacritice more than a portion of their leisure. Ettei, meet.lag lusts for Ill° hours, the first hour being usually dotod Ili a (4,11..r,,ati,,,,i
lecture by the tutor, the seeond being taken up with questions and discussions,
when tutor and students thoroughly canvass the stihieet In all its bearini.rs.
The spirit of good-fellowship that soon arises makes this hour most fruitful_In educational restiltS. Atlaltea to each class is a select library of books onthe subject of study. Each student purchases ;1 textbook ill it cost of a few

gi tg a pledge to atletol regutAhrly to the best of his or her
every nein r of Mi....class ire exiss141 to \\rite late a foriaicht

(12 essays a St IL To many people this condithal seems initsossilde, but the
most wonderful results Pave been tirldev'l by studeHnts whit had no relintiliarytraining whatever in written ilopsition, it has been prove(that what the
people lack Is not Intelficenee, but facility of expression. A sympathetic tutor,
giving private help to all who need It. ran produce remarkable progress in all
cases.!

Such classes are orgunized under the universities in every State of Aus-
tralia. All of the governments are contributing about $5,000 each year to
the support of these classes. The number of students enrolled in a recent year
was shout 3010. In New 7A4tlitial, at the beginning of the year 11419. tjaere
were four Independent lissoiirtions, with n tvnincll covering the Ikninion.
No less than 1:1S bodies were In affiliation, of which 106 were tralleunlons.
The University of New Zealand hits made in a recent year a contribution of
about $4,000 for the work.

3. VALUE OF THE WORK.

The value of this type of work Is recognized as of the highest. A professor
"In one of the colleges of New Zealand saWto me, in it long conference, that it
represents the salvation of democracy. It serves not only to five knowledge and
understanding hut also to unite the teaching (lasses of the university with the

The New Social Order. By .Prof. Meredith Atkinson. M. A., p. 303.
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great community into mutual tupathies, Intel! 'tool and elidenl. It also-aids
in joining them together In great liftman social tolertakings.

In the United States the Workers' Ethicatio nil Assoviation has made slow --
ion,VreSK. The fillief holis hill the Iffiltht render in any Pro-
glvsshe ist%elsint Ittie been well pointed on Dr. Herbert Fels. of the
lidtersity of Kansas. lie says that among th important, senires which the
aniterSities could reinter are:.

Fir-I. in the making of surveys of the e(luen ieval.ntssIs of the workers in
de-triis and the Ale%elopment of plans to meet them; seeohis, to the

);1..1 iston of peellike7: for night elsiss:ttt and st looter schitois; third, tiy the
scholarships for prtimising sin lents in the workers' clitsIzes:

fourth. in the proNislon of books owl use of I1 rary; fifth, Ity the grant of
Inialn in I a,sistanre, if necessary and practicable.

Doctor Vet, nko properly interprets the ;:ens lit! iistod of the MO% ersitieS
toottro alit '0.erth nierprow, dsionmi for tin 'duration of the iieople. Ile

no lire prob.:dip-disposed, If properly apitroat led. to consider SerielltaY the
quectittn of workers' dtrcation. If they could day a useful part in it. it

add new luster to theta, anti it would brit' them in touch with sections
of the (community which at present regent the un versities eNriusive itlPer
daszg. institutions.'

In ,Nalfirmalf.11 stab a spirit a leader in !hi 1110\1114d has
'1111h y Intist maid Out Its roo1,4 and bran! VS. It ran loser he a chnies.iely. It is the morning of the day b r "all the people." A utd-

lr4ity. If it wool,' fulfill Its inkslon. ino,t stt In erpret Itself-as to gain the;0tmion and snpisrt of the pc' de generally.'

Si is.1 y, XIII, No. :rm. Sept. 10, 19' i. Ti.' Workers' Educational
'Movement In Ow United Stales, by terlwrt FOR, 1 tiil . h It ,

; p. --..
catubridge 1:astott on Adult l'Aluaillon. Chapter h) A. Ntanobridgy, p. 79.



CHAPTER VII.
RItO1)I SCHOLARS.

1. GENERAL INTERPRETATMNS.

New Zealand and' Australia are among the beneficiaries of Cecil Rhdes's
great trust. According to the terms of his will 0 colonial (later increased to (4)
scholarships, of the annual Value of f300 each and " tenable at any college in the
University of Oxford for three consecutive academical years," were founded. (if
these scholarships 9 were given to Rhodesia. 3. each to the colony of the Cape
of Good Hope, to the South. African College school, the Stepenhosch.College
school, the Dlocosan College school of Rondebosch, St. Andrew's College school,
Grahamstown, to the colonies of Natal, New South Wales, South Australia,
Queensland, Western Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand. to the Provinces of
Ontario and Quebec in Canada, and to the colonies or istends of Newfoundland
and its dependencies, of. the Bermudas, and Jamaica.

American scholarships also were appropriated in a number sufficient to grant
2 to-each State or Territory of the United States. Upon learning that the Ger-
man Emperor had made English a required subject in the schools of Germany,
Rhodes added in a codicil the request that 5 annual scholarships at Oxford. of
£250 a year each, should Iry given to students of German birth.' The object,"
he stated, " is that all understanding between the threa,grent powers will render
war impossible and educational relations make the strongest tie.'

In laying the foundation for the coloplai scholarships Murder; realized that
the education of young colonists at one of the universities in -the United King-
dom is of great advantage to them for giving breadth to their views, for their
instruction in life and manners, and for instilling into their 11111S the advantage
to the colonies, as well as to the United Kinplom, of the retention of the unityof the Empire.'

The qualifications essential for receiving 'a scholarship are outlined in the
following paragraph, taken from the will:.

My desire being that the students who shall be elected-to the scholarships
shall not be merely bookworms, I direct that In the electio of a student to a
scholarship regard shall be had to (i) his literary and scholastic attainments;
(Ii) his fondness of and success in manly outdoor sports, such as cricket. foot-
ball, and the like; (ill) his qualities of manhood, truth, courage, devotion. to
duty, sympathy for and protection of the weak, kindliness, unselfishness, and
fellowship; and (iv) his exhibition during school days of moral force of char-
acter and of Instincts to lead and to take an interest in his schoolmates, for

1 Since the world War the scholarships have been taken from Germany.
From Rhodes's will, published in "The Life of the Right lion. Cecil J. Rhodes," by

Sir Lewis Michell, Vol. 11, p. 336.
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those latter attributes will he likely in after life to guide 11111 to esteem the
performance of public duties as his highest aim.'

Among the suggestions given to guide in the choice of students Gar, the scholar-
ships he says:

My ideal qualified student would combine thl\se four qualifications In the
priamortions of three-tenths for the first. two-tenths for the second, three-tenths
for the third, and two-tenths for the fourth qualification.'

2. MIRTH of THE SYSTEM IS AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY.

The universities of Australasia have been sending their regular- quota of
condidates to oxford. Among time universitier of Australasia, as also among
file universities of America, there is a certain degreill of doubt respecting the
gaining of the (estator's great wish through his instrument. *hollowing- their
residence at Oxford. the Australian awn have had diverse careers. A certain
share, of c-ourse. have returned to their native land. others ha vu not returned--
Ad the number is surprisingly largesome reamintng in England. either as a
perma non t abiding .place or working condition, nail some going forth into India
er to other parts of the far-flung Empire.

Rhodes scholars front Australasia have made disthat clattrifanions to
knowledge and to human well-being. The first Rhodes scholar, for instance,
of New Zealand, Allan Thompson. is-now curator of the museum at Wellington,
a most important and useful organization giving first-rate scientific service in
the South Seas. The warden of Trinity ('allege, Melbourne, is a Rhodes man.
other scholars have returned home without apparently .bearing large and
ha,ting advantages from the three years of residence on the hanks of the
Isis. Such a result Is perhaps not tithe wholly unexpected. Can not a similar
interpretation regarding Amerlean Rhodes scholars also be made?, It Is
probably true in Australia and in New nil, as It is sold to be true ins

In gauging the prohabilities of the success of tlw Rhodes scholarships in
carrying out the idenS Of tliV founder, tlo. record of the accomlishment of theRhodes scholars alter their .return to this country is of great importance. The
real caliber, id the men will be judged more by their ability to " make good"in various Ameri on fireers than by their "clasS" I ix ford. Their opor-tunities to make effective the ideas which their ()Vont exPerience has giventhem will depend on their strategic location, both geographically and in thesocial organization. Even a brief conshieration of the problem will show that
an absolute meastme of degree of "making good" would be difficult, in viewof the various occupations in which the men are engaging, the difference in
conditions in different parts of the country, and the .comparatively short timesince they left Oxford. * *

Even. while It is admitted that in politics and diplomacy the original intent
of the plan laps not ieli realized and is not likely to be realized, one should
realize fully the significance of the large proportionover one-third--of the
men engaged in education. esumlally college teaching. There is a closer rela-
tionship in the United States than in any other country between education and
public life: We are tilPrPrOl'e justified in saying that the Rinides scholars in
that occupation. are in a position to exert as great an influence as they could
In any other lineeven in politics--and more than in the American diplomaticservice. In VIM of the close relatron between law and political life in this
country. some of the scholars engaged in the practice of law may be expected
to become leaders In political life after their professional position is estab-lished.. In their case: as for the'scholars, it should he remembered that the
oldest. Rhodes scholars are still young, and that in American political and

*From Rhodes's will, published In "The 1.1fr of the Right ion. Cecil .1. Rhodes," by
Sir Leels Michell, Vol. II, p. 825.

.4 Ibld., p. 338. See also.l'agikin't#7he Rhodes Scholarships, p. 84 et seq.
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social life most of the leaders are selected from those with have demonstratedtheir worth in their own profession or business. Prom. this point of view theimportant thing is that the Rhodes scholars should .he "makttg good" eachin his own line.'
The specifications laid town by Rhodes are exacting, and .mere academicsuccess will not fulfill them. So far as the body of men who have gone overin.the past Is concerned, it seems true to say that they have fulfilled Rhodes'sidea better sinee their return than their mere academic record at Oxford wouldindicate."

5 Tile American Oxonian, vol. 8, No. 1, "The pecord of the American Rhodes Scholars:
A Statistical Study." by It. W Burgess; pp. 28 and 35.

*Ibid., editorial article, p. 45.



CHAPTER VIII.
RELATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITIES TO THE INSTITU-

TIONS OF SOCIETY.
The influence of the universities of Australia and of the University of NewZealand on the institutions of these ...Statest is difficult to interpret or toevnluate. For these institution; are composed of several and diverse eleineuts,are the objects of constant change both subjective and. exterior, and are placedin varying conditions and circumstances. ^But certain relations or results, of the working of the universities on thesocial and political Institutions of the Commonwealth and of the Dominionmay he named. The institutions which I have in mind are the family, thecivil government. the church, and property.

I. TO THE FAMILY.

The family in Australian society, as in most societies, remains, despite allchanges. the supreme social unit. It is, however, snore deeply subjected todisintegrating influences than obtain in many other communities, Thek dis-integrating intluenees arise, first, from the newness of the population; second,from the unstableness or the population; third, froth the general freedom ofloosened social ties; and fourth, comprehensively, from the individualism ofthe social order. The causes which have promot,41 the disintegration of thefamily in the United States seem td come to a head of peculiar violence inthe newer society of Australasia. Although these communities represent thecollectivist principle in immigration, as Canada does the individualistic, yeton moiling Australia the collectivistic principle becomes dissolved and theindividualistic emerges. Upon promoting the, unity of the family, the universityacts In ways at once direct and indirect. In direct ways, first, the universitygives an education to men and women In intellectual soberness. This sober-ness tends to lessen the fear .of the dependence on the part of women whichwould drive the conjugal subjects or victims. into hasty and early marriage.The higher education also, secondly, lengthens out the period of adolescencenad tends to cause a delay until reason and judgment may have the oppor-tunity of 'working in the solution of the most serious problem of the individualand of. society. The university tends, thirdly, to bring together men and women"-of similar likes and dislikes, Ofsimilar ainlikand prejudices, of a similar so-cial standing 'and environment, condition? which_ tend toward the promotionof happy alliances.
0

The indirect way in which the university tends to preserve and to promote'the unity of the family is through the creation of the general atmosphere ofrespect for the wdrth of the individual and of social institutions which are-com-posed of individuals. Such an atmosphere has an effect on the primary institu-tion of the family quite akin to that which. heat, lishCand. the atomic forceof the sun's rays have upon the world of physical life.

81.
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2. TO THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

The effect of the universities on the c;vil-' government is less marked, but per-
haps is rather more indirect than obtains in the case of the family. In the
Governments of !kith Australia and New, Zealand, it is the man and woman
the middle class who.exerts the prevailing influence. From this class also are

'selected most officers. In\the judicial part of the Government the remark is
not so true as it is in the legislative and executive. In these new societies the
cleavages in the social ordef seem just as wide and deep as are found in the
clubs of Pall Mali. The gentlemen whom one meets in the Melbourne Club or
the Wellington Club are seldom henrd'in the legislative halls or seen in the
executive offices of these capital cities. For one thing. it would be haril
elect theM to office, and, secondly, they would not, ajoi do not, des* to be
elected. In AustrillIa, Hughes, the Premier, and the most influential man in
the Commonwealth, and In New Zealand, Seddon, the master. from 1893 until
his death in 1006, and the present Premier, Massey, illustrate and help to
prove the troth of this' interpretation. Over Men of such type 41 character
the University has had little influence through education and training, and has
little direct infhien)e over such leaders at the present time. Furthermore. be it
again said, the university does, by its recognized plan and procedure, keep out
of politics. Its'officers .fear, and perhaps rightly fear, that participation in
Government might create enmities which wouldvather prejudice than promote
the Interests of the university. These interests find a special point in thelegislative appropriations. 4)fticers judge it to he a special duty to abstain
from the expression of opinions and from activities which might throw into
jeopardy sus lk grants of the Government. Yet, be it at once said, the university
has a field or influence far deeper' and fur higher than belongs to partisan
politics. It is the field of interpretation of politicol and civil principles which
underlie and transcend the planks of platforms, the vagaries of social vision-
aries, and the individualisms of representatives and of senators..

3. TO THE CHURCH.

Upotrthe church, likewise, the influence of the university is of a like nffative
though pervasive character. The difference between the church Protestant and
the church Roman Catholic in Australia is wide. The separation in New Zea-
land is leas marked. The divisions always obtaining in the Protestant denothi-
qations are quite as broad as are found in the older churcheswof England and
the United States. The universities receive students of all faiths and of no
faith. Their influence is, therefore, as I have also intimated, exerted through
the general teachings which discinline the mind into broad -visions of religious
and of other truth; and which nourish in the heart of the student feelings of
sympathy for all who are searching for it solid ground for fundamental beliefs..
Such influence, though an influence only, may prove to be of great 'worth in the
spreading of a religious faith which comprehends " one Lord, one faith, one
baptism."

4. TO PROPERTY.

Upon the institution of property also the university' can not fail to work
results of commanding value. This institution is one of the earliest which be
longs to civilized or even barbarous society. Its present stage represents a
long, hard, historic struggle. The institution is to-day' assaulted by forces,

economic,.social. Communism threatens unto its dissipation, socialism
menaces it to Its overthrow and destruction. Such forces ate of iienulinr
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LATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITIES. 33
ence and virulence in the §opthland, and, especially in Australia. Toward*theories and indifference the universities stand as a brea'kwater. Thewer of the unlvecsItles Is put forth In great teachings. These teachings belongto the regular and stated classes, and also are found in all the forms of uni-versity extension. such courses as "evolution of the Industrial system, un-settled monetary problinns, crises and Industrial depressions, the function ofseculathm, problem of the transport, marketing and distribution of goods,"taught by capable teachers, emphasize the Importance of property in moderncivilization.

In extension lectures, too. teaching in economics. sociology. political science,are offered. Such interpretations, for instance. in " Torn Vanning," as Sydneyoffeiws, tend to confirm and strengthen the conception Sr property as, a civil andsocial hist it ut ion.'
These interpretations indicate that the universities of Australasia have a longroad to travel before they reach the poll of the et ommanding Intinenee over hi-stItuthms which the universities of England and the United States exert on theconstituent factors of the life of the older nations. But the opportunity opento theta Is still wide, wider than it has been in most historic eras. With en-larged powers, which are sure to be bestowed, they will come to secure, throughever widening opportunities, ever enriching results.

Twenty Lectures on Town Planning, given undr the auspices of the Sydney Universit3 ,Extension Board. in 1918-19, were as follows:Lecture 1. The Towns of the Past.
4. The Towns of the Present and the Future.
3. The ,Hcalth of Towns.
4. Transportation.
5. The Road System of Towns.
0. Civic Centers.
7. Business and Residential Centers, Squares, and Open Spaces.
8..Trafile Centers, Road Junctions, Street Spacing, and Size of Allotments.9 and 10. Suburbs and Sulslivisions.

11. Parks and Parkways.
12, Playgrounds, Gardens. and Tree Planting.
13 and 14. Civic Aesthetics.
15, Building Regulations.
16. Drainage, Services, and.Rond Construction.
17. The Improvement of Existing Cities and Towns.
18. Rehousing,.
19. Realization of Towtosnultur and its Cost.20. Municipal Covern.



CHAPTER IX.
THE UNIVERsITIEs AND THE MAKIN( OF GREAT INIE\/

1. SIGNIFICANT INDIVIDUAL EXAMPLES.

Throughout the English-speaNitg world it Is the object of laudable pride
and speech to tint! in the unite sties onuses and conditions which make for the
creation and the nourishing of great men. Oxford and Cambridge have eduati41
notable clergymen, scholars, authors. anti statesmen for unnumbereti generat ions. gb
In the United States it is recognized that the leader, in church and state haNe
been the sons of the universities. A like condition'peevails In Australia' and
New Zealand. The facts and figures are, indeed, less impressive, for the popu-
lotion is farsmaller and the period of time far shorter. It is alsO to be observed.
that'not a few of the great men of Australasia are obliged to be content with
a secondary 'relation to the universities of the Southland. For they are only
by the adoption of service and of association members of these universities.
They are scholastic, as they are 'personal, Immigrants. But, be-it added, the
universities of these lands have sent forth as many great men as they have
adopted and assimilated.

Nations and universities, however, which have helped its educate and to train
scholars and teachers like Ituthenft.rd. IlIitat plitit. ami the Braggs represent
the greatest most enriching forces of any cVilization, be it either old or
Hew.

For Rutherford, Cavendish professor of experimental physics and director,
of the Cavendish Laboratory nt Cambridge,a recipient of the .Nobel prize for
chemistry, of service in the great 11(46 of radio activity which no ability of a
layman elm properly interpret, was born in New Zealand, wad educated at
Nelson College and Canterbury College at Christchurch of the University of
New Zealand. Lady Rutherford, it may be Added, is also a daughter of New
Zealand, having her early hoine In the unique and impressive little city of
Christchurch. The professor of anatomy in University Collegel;f the, Cal-
versity of London, Grafton Elliot Smith, %vitt) interprets anatomy in part in
terms of,anthropology, was born in New South Wales and was educated at its
Universjty of Sydney. But perhaps the most outstanding example of the worth
of the new-land in-kiving birth apd education to great men is found in the
case of the Braggy, father and son. The elder was professor at the University
of Adelaide for 72 years, front 1886 to 1908. wad his son, William John, was
born in Adelaide and was educated in its unWersity, as well as in an Adelaide
preparatory school, St. Peter's. In the year 1915 the, Nobel prize was conferred
upon them for their cooperative work on X-rays.

The examples I thus give relate largely to scientists. I wight also refer to
Gilbert Murray, born in Sydney, New South Wales. although he left Australia
after 11 years, and to George E.-Morrison, horn in Victoria, who was for many
years the chief British adviser to the Chinese Empire.

Australasia has also won to itself great men born elsewhere, as well as sent
fprth her oaten sons. Among such names are David, professor of geology in
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theUniversity of Sydney', who led the party which reached the south magnetic
pole In the great Shackleton expedition in 1907-1909; Sir John Macfarland.
chancellor of the University of Melbourne; Masson, son of Masson of Cdiii-
burgh. the biographer of Milton. himself great in the field of chemistry ; Sir
Jones Barrett. of Melbourne, author and scientist, wise interpreter of the rela-
tions of the State and the higher education, and of the higher education to the
Sate; President (of the Industrial Court) Jethro Brown, of Adelaide; Chief
.1114 ice Stout,rof New Zealand: William Michell, chancellor of Adelaide; and
Nlaulattrin. who, though born in Scotland, received his preparatory education
in Auckland, later was dean of the faculty in the University of New Zealand,
afterwards becoming president of the .Slassachusetts Institute of Technology
in Boston. These and many more whom one could easily mention, represent,/ both in their service and in their personality; as noble a condition as could
usually be found in any similar society throughout the world... Their construe:.
tine alms and their scholarly and human endeavors are as worthy as the
interpreter could find elsewhere. They ,represent and they constitute the
highest leadership. It is a leadership of which democratic society and govern-
ment is charged with neither creating nor nourishing. The charge is, of course,
false. 'Australasia has created and nourished such an individual, edueationali
and communal 'result. This result is quite as evident In the university and in
the higher circles ae in any similar society of equal numhers.- It represents
one of the noblest 'Achievements oi:he Anglo-Salon race 4' the last hundred

r,:yea. It bears out what Lord Ito. ery said at the congress of the universities
of the Empire. in the year 1913:

So far aS you gentlemen In your different universities can fulfill youf taskof sending out men-1 core less about their brains than their character forthe puupose speaking ofyou rendering by a greater set-71(vthe Empire than snyhody else within the Empire can render'
The late President Van Elise, of the University of Wisconsin, not long before

his lamented death. said that incarnated in A university was the idea of culture,
the idea of research, the idea of vocation, mid that each of these ideas wati filledwith the idea of service.

9t LACK OF INFLUENCE OF UNIVERSITIES OVER SOCIETY.

The influence of the universities in making great men is probably stronger
than in the lifting of the level of the worth of the general commtinity. For,
as I have elsewhere intimated, the influence of the universities over the com-
munity is slight. The university has not nourished that indefinable yet worthy
force called public spirit.

Sir James Barrett has said: -

where has been an incretising tendency for men to confine themselves to*their special work and to avoid all public responsibility, and, indeed, to make ashining virtue of. this attitude. It need hardly be said that such an outlook,if sufficiently extensive, spells absolute ruin". It is noticeable in the jealousattitude of the professions to any members who leave the special track, in

1The-following items reptesent not only the elements of a great career but also are
representative of similar careers among the leaders of Australasian society : Sir Robert
Stout, K. C. 3f. G., has been chief justice of New Zeeland since 1899; is chancellor of the
University of New Zealand; became a New Zealand barrister in 1871: was a member of
the Provincial Council, Otago, 1872; was provincial solicitor, 1872-1878; member of the

.General Affisembly, 1875: attorney-general, 1878-70: was premier, attorney general, andminister of education, 1884-1887.
*Twin Ideals. ,B) Sir James Barrett. Vol. I, p. 204.
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the dislike of politicians to outside men who show political independence, and
in the attitude of the man in the street to those who show these tendencies.
He too often regards public activity, other than dogations to religious or
charitable institutions, with great suspicion and regards those Who exhibit
them either as self-seekers or as antiable'and somewhat dangerous lunatics'

One of the privileges of the universities of Australia Is to nourish and train...
a fine altruistic spirit in the whole community. The officers of the universities
are aware of the lack of such a spirit and are doing their Utmost to create
That spirit..

Twin Ideals. By Sir James W. Barrett. Vol. I, p. rt.

*
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CHAPTER X.
THE UNIVERSITIES IN RELATION TO POETRY AND

OTHER LITERATURE

An Interesting by-path in the interpretation of intellectual and educational
iiinditions in Australia relates to literature. The relationship refers to litera-
ture. both as created and as read. The rise of literature in Australia is quiteunlike its origin and progress in older and Well-settled communities. An
Australian interpreter, Bertram Stevens; has 'said: .

There is no glaMour of old romance about our early history, no shading offfrom the actual into a dim region of myth and fable; our beginnings aredefined and of an eminently prosaic character. The early settlers wereengaged in a hand-to-hand struggle with nature and in the establishment ofthe primitive industries. Their strenuous pioneering days were followed bythe feverish excitement of the gold period and a consequent rapid expansionof all industries Business and politics have afforded ready roads to successand have absorbed the -energies of the best intellects. There has been noleisure class of cultured people to provide the atmosphere in which literatureIs best developed as an art, and until recently we have been content to lookto the mother country for our artistic standards and supplies. The principalliterary productions of our first century came from writers who had been hornelsewhere mid who naturally brought with. them the traditions and sentimentsof their home country.'

1. Bot{ PURCHASING POWER IN NEW ZEALAND.

But already great results have been secured. It is generally recognised thit
the greatest book-purchasing power of any nation of the world lies in little more
lin: a million people of New Zealand. In the four greatest cities of New
Zealandno one of them great, the largest being AUckland, of about 135,000,
and the smallest, Dunedin, of perhaps 050)0are found four: of the better
bookshops of the world. It is as easy to secure the.good books of Great Britain
within six months of their publication and of many of the books of New York
and Boston within a year in any one of these shops as it would be at the
counters of the bookstores or. New Oxford Street, or of Fifth Avenue, or ot
Washington Street.. Of course. in a city 12,000 miles aways from the nearest
British publishers large stocks are necessarily carried. But it is also proper to
remark that these stocks -are in constant depletion.' A bookman in Wellington
said that there wire certain hooks which he was always lacking, and among
them were the works of Kipling.

In fact, poetry is more generally read in Australasia than in any other part of
the world, and there it is most generally read of all types of literature. Of onehook of poems, published by an outstanding house in Sydney, ,there have been
sold 100,000 copies, and of another volume 70,000. Of course, one may say thatthe poetry of Henry Lawson, of Kendall, of Dennis. and of others of the type is. not of the noblest type. It represents, however, a good combination of Burns,
Rudyard Kipling, Whitman, and Bret Rarte, and, be it said, of the better
elements of each.

I An Anthology of AustraltansVerse. Introduction, by Bertram Stevens, p. ix.
37
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2, AUSTRALIAN POEFRT A COMP SITE.

The Australian poetry of the bush, of the sea, and of the stars unites the
personality of Burns with a touch of his domestic and homey feelings, the moral
stee and movement of Kipling; and frequently the vision and worthiness of
Whitman\ and the iiictumsquenem of the diggers and the diggings of Barre.
Such union and combination are unique and impressive. lt, of eourse, has none
of the greatnew of the great singers. It is quite as remote from Virgn, Dante.
and Milton a.s,are the civilizations of the nations .of which they were a part on
unlike the 'civilization of Australia and of New Zealand. But the poems which

. emerge from this condition ore yet ptItheious as symbol and type of the life out
of which they spring. They represent and they intevq, Such interpretations,
too, belong only to the best examples of the work ofeacli,.aml, be it added. the
examples of the poems of Lawson, of Kendall, and of Dennis greiltly differ
in their merit.

3. REAstNs volt TIIFi PLACE F 1417TRY IN A t'siltALIA.

The reasons for this vast and unique contribution are perhaps far to seek.
and any one of the reasons that may be proposed may seem inconclusive.

Possibly the first reason of the power of the poetic spirit which I give' is of
too general a nature to deserve statement_ This reason, however, Is the presence
of Man himself. It is the men who hive come to these newer parts of the world
on whom intrest is centered and fastened. The Igorous and virile character,
the missionary spirit, the cunsciouraess of power welling up in the heart and

_filling the mind of Ilse invigrant to the Southland. normally inspire the imagi-
nation and quicken fancy. As tie To oqueville has said in his great book :
...Amongst a demoeratic pCople fed with legends or the m-

mortals of old traditions The poet will nut attempt to people the universe with
supernatural beings, in whom his readers and his own fancy have ceased to be-
lieve; nor will he coldly personify Virtues and vices, which are better received
under their features. All these resources fail kiln ; taut Man remains, and
the poet needs no more. The destinies of tit:mid:Amon himself, taken ttloof
from his country and his age, and standing in the presence of nature and of
God, with bite passions, his doubts, his rare prsperities, and inconceivable
wretcheilness--will become the chief, if not the sole, theme of poetry anitnerst
these nations?

Second, Australia is the new home of an old race, under new conditions of
climate, .of landscape, and of unique social conditiobs, Such conditions and
such forces appeal to the imagination. They quicken the seeing of life and of
its diverse phenomena. They do not call out the rational or the logical faculi,
ties. They evoke a vision, immediate and direct. Such an effect the new

-.. scenery of Massachusetts Bay had upon its colonists,, as is manifest in the early
New England literature.

A third cause is found in the heavens at night. The stars of the Southern
Hemisphere seem to be more brilliant and the firmament a bit nearer the earth
than in the north. The Northern Hemisphere has 9 stars of the first magnitude
and the Southern 14. Such a nightly vision, had from the lonely bush in the
Never-Never Land, calls out all thspoetry that may dwell int:tny soul.

part AI must go forth and be pa it, part of the night and I gladness.
But a few steps, and I pante on the merge of the Mint ' lagoon.

Here then, at length, I have rest: and I lay down my bur of sadness, .
Kneeling alone 'Death the star" and the silvery arc of t e moon..

Another reason for the writing and the -reading of poetry Iles in what may be
called the melancholy of the " Never-Never " Lend, or of thy} " Back Blocks."

3 Democracy In America, II, p. 93.
*Night. By James Brunton Stephens, published in An Anthology ok Australian Verse,

by Bertram Stevens, p. 62.
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The shepherd or the farmer lives a lonely life. Neighbors are 15 or 50 miles
away. One woman writes that she has not seen another woman in five months.
One is flung back on one's self, on the forces of natime. Such a condition cre-
ates a new mental visionariness, and in this visionariness the elements of the
melancholy of the soul is dominant The mind leaps into verse. As-an exam-ple of the poetry of melancholy, let me quote a few lines from An Australian
?-:Inpliony," which Was written in Australian solitude, by George Essex Evans:

The gray gums by the lonely creek,
The star-crowned height.

The winti-swept plain, the dim blue pewit,
The cold white light.

The Fo litu de spread or and fir
Around the camp tire's tiny star,
The horse bell's melody remote.
The curhw's melancholy note

Across the night.'
A cause, uniting the condition found in the heavens at night and the melan-

choly of the Sever -Sever land is best represented in what may he culled the
silenee-and the solitude of the "bush." This silence is most impressive to those
who have felt it. Thi solitude is an aloneness Indeed, but it also seems to be
an aloneness filled with the religious spirit. "Slletke, however, and solitude,
and the sense of the vast and the lonely, will always continue to speak with a
solemn and itnirtkssirt yoke to those who have the open ear, who are able to
detach themselves ftn the mundane, and who have kept their soul in all their'
contact with the world, awl lipening, are impressed by the voice of God, which
speaks amid the vast and solemn spaces of the Australian desert. It speaks
of the Mighty and the Eternal and Ills age-lepg purpose; of the infinite patience
with which -Ile waits the accomplishment of Ilia will and the completion ofHis work. Like the sphinx of the Egyptian desert, which has looked oft for
thousands of years with stony and changeless expression, and ever maintains
its iltqlet'i of dignity and grandeur while empires have risen and fallen, and
many generations bare come and gone on theface of the earth, so in these vast
solitudes w enter as it were Into a temple of silence whose (loins in the ver#
heart of Australia is only Iiiltittsi by the unchanging stars.: (Out West forThirty Years. by Rev. W. Robertson, pp. 15541.)

The verse that is thus written has n2t sprung from the university. It hascome from the "hack blocks." Rut the training given in the university, accept- .ing the conditions out ()cultic)) such verse has sprung, will presently give usepics or lyrics which will take their lusting place in English poesy. For theuniversities.of Australia and New Zealand will have a share in the educationof the poets and other writers of the future which they have not possessed inthe former generations. They will aid in giving an interpretation of Austral-asian society which the bush or the Blue Mountains could not offer. They willAlso create a beauty and finish which the verse of Henry. Lawson, and of Ken-dall, and of Dennis lacks. They will serve to give to the poet and to the seerwhat Cambridge gave to Tennyson, Bowdoin to Longfellow,' Harvard to Emer-son, Lowell, auci Holmes. They will not, any more than In any other university
in any part of the world, create poetical or other literature, but they will giVeform to the stance which nature ever makes and a. beauty to the thought'and its Int retation of *bleb the pure reason is mother.

An Australian Symphony. By George Essex Evans. Published in An Apthology ofAustralian Verse, by Bertram Stevens, p. 13T



CHAPTER XI.

NEWSPAPERS.

The university, be it said, has given its great influence to the making of the
newspaper. The press in New Zealand and Australia is an able and vigorous
force. It is largely, of course, of the daily type. Judged by the number of
its Journals, it is a labor press, and these, journals are under the control of the
labor union. But the great newspapers of Sydney, the Herald and Telegram,
the Sun and the News, and the great papers of Melbourne, The Age and the
Argus, represent forces influential in those capitals and throughout the Com-

rt9nwealth,
as influential, as are the best papers of New York and Boston in

their fields. The Bulletin, a weekly, everywhere read, is a union of the London
Punch and the New York Nation. To their making, both on the administrative and
the literary side, the universities through their graduates, make their constant
contribution. The world news is furnished by press associations from London.
and the news from Europe consumes one-half theiskaCe. The editorial writing
is of as high order of excellence as is found in Whetter papers of America's
capitals. The. style, he It said, represents the classical tradition. The leaders
remind one of the dignified and dogmatic commonplace of the London papers.
In fact, one feels_ in the editorial columns the training of Oxford and.Cam-
bridge quite as deeply as the training,given by the literary departments of the
Australian or New Zealand universities.
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CHAPTER XII.

GENERALONCLUSIONS.
As one reviews this survey of the higher education in Atstralasia certain gen-eral interpretations emerge.

1. TRAINING OF LEADERS.

First. The Australian Universities and the University of New Zealand, seek toaid the whole community in the most important relationship of training up greatleaders. The need of such leadership in every democratic community--,Land none
is more democratic than Atfstralasiais painfully evident. The difficulty of
securing worthy leaders is also manifest. For democracy, by the very deriva-
tion of its name, represents the rule of the third estate. Aristocracy, by its
very name, represents the rule of the best. Democracy needs aristocraticthat is, the bestleader4Dip. But too4often democracy is not conscious ofthe need. The only leadership it has, or feels it needs to havea discrimina-
don born of optimismis itself. The political boss claims, too, that the onlyleadership it has, or deserves to have, is also itself or himself, and such leader-ship it is inclined topiterpret in terms of the mob. Democracy does not usually
call its ablest men to shoulder its heaviest responsibilities, or to do its mostarduous duties, or to accept of its richest rewards. It prefers to govern itselfpoorly than to have an autocratic or aristocratic government govern it well. Itis inclined to regard the process of government as more important than theproduct. The difficulty of securing proper leadership for the democracy in
Australia and New Zealand is peculiarly great. For the whole community is
new. The conimiruity is also in a sea of cross currents. The intelligence of the
community is not, at least in Australia, of a high intellectual type. Normallythere is no.proper amount of first-rate material for making gUidts. The de-mands, moreover, which life exacts from the individual for his own progress,or even existente, leaving no strength for communal concerns, are heavy and in-sistent. The truth is glady and sadly patent that in Australasia, as in mostparts of the world, the power of the individual had of the community has gotfar .ahead of its intelligence and its reasonableness. The intellect has not keptup with the will to do. The forces °Mite have become morel important than thepersonal or communal judgment necessary to guide these vast powers. Underthis condition the duty of the university to train leaders is a noble and insistentobligation. For in a democracy one can not look to the church, the priesthood,
or the family, in their institutional capacity, to offer either guidance or facilitiesfor training guides. The Middle Ages transmitted to the modern world threegreat forcesthe church,. the empire, and the university. Upon the univrsityin the new world of Australasia is placed the responsibility of training leadersfor its democracy.

The need of the training of leaders has illustration in a paragraph written byone who is himself a-leader aid a teacher for the training of leaders, ProfeissorAtkinson, of the University of. Melbourne. He says
There is no recognition of such striking distinctions between the ability ofthe best intellects and that of the average worker to give pause to the assump-
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tiotfof equality. Especially is this true in the political sphere, where the con-tinued lack of men of great distinction is remarkable in all parties. The Labor
Party suffered in particular by the fact that the split took away its ablest men
in State and Federal politics, and among the leaders of official labor today inAustralia there are none who can approach in capacity of mind and force ofpersonality the leader of the British Labor Party.'

Professor Atkinson,also says:.
The Labor Party grows more and more content with these negative cries. and

any adherent who ventures upon refinement is at once suspected and apt to heexpelled. Since the numerous expulsions following upon the conscription split,heresy hunting and intimidation- have been very common. The established
machinery of the cam-us, the preselection ballot, and the annual conferencemade this stifling of independence an easy matter. Party discipline is always
most rigid when the doctrinaire is in control. Solidarity very readily turnsto slavery. In these circumstances leadership of high quality becomes impos-sible and opportunism is at u premium.' ,

2. THE LABOR INTERESTS. ti

Second. The university' desires that laborany the interests of labor should
possess and use all their rights. This remar is fitting by reason of the fact
that a share of the laboring classes believe that the university is out of sym-*
pathy with them. Therefore and thence arise forces which are opposed to the
university movement and affiliation. But it is plain to all save the superficial
observer that the university desires and labors for the highest interest of the
so-called working classes. It is only when these classes declare, or seem inclined
to declare, that only the man who labors with hip hands deserves consideration
1s °it incline# to withdraw from the association. But, moreover and notwith-
standing, when the so-calltd working classes seek to overthrow the achieve-
ments of civilization, when these classes are willing.to subordinate the interests
of the whole community to their own apparent advantage, the university, in
its large-hearted and large-minded stuff, is filled with a desire to become the
teacher of such classes. For the university is assured that, through enlighten-
ment, these classes will become elemehts and forces for the progress of the
nation and of the nations. -

3. CULTURAL VALUES.

Third. It is also evident that the higher education in these new lands should
be made more cultural. I care not whether this education be classical or scien-tific. But one does care that it should educate men as men, with less regard,
than Is usually given, to the vocational purpose of the indiVidual. For man is..
a final cause in himself, .a being, under God, of supreme worth. He should
therefore be educdted in knowledge and reflection, in feeling and choice, in an
enrichment and development of his whole being and character unto his pier-
est capdcities.

Yet, despite the need of further emphasis on classical education, there is also
need of further emphasis upon scientific. The scientific problems which await
solution are numerous and diverse. They relate hugely to the two great in.;
dustries, the agricultural and the pastoral. The problems of the.soll, of stock,
and of crops are constant and serious. In them the problems of irrigation in
a land in which, in certain parts, only 10 inches of rain fall each year is most
insistent.

AustraliaIikonotnie and Political Studies. By Various Writers. From article. "The
Australian Outlook," by the editor, Prot Meredith Atkinson, pp. 34-35,

p. 46.
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Closely associated With the more important practical problems are problemsin astronomical and geophysical relation& Scholars are saying that there isneed of improvement in Australian longitudes, and also the lack of the detailednlagnetic survey of Atistralia is constantly felt. The state of solar physics has

been emphasized by many scholars and societies. The British Association, theRoyal Society of London, the Australian Association for -the Advancement ofScience, and the Smithsonian Institution have made representation to the
Commonwealth Government concerning a study of the sun to be made in Aus-
tralia. For this purpose a new solar observatory seems to be necessary.

4. SPECIAL QUESTIONS: COMPARISON WITH UNIVERSITIES IN INDIA.
Fourth. Among the questions which the Calcutta University commission of1917-1919-7.-of which Sir Michael E. Sadler was the chairmanasked of manycitizens of India were: -
Do you consider that university training at its best involves
(a) that the students should be placed under the personal guidance of teach-ers of first -rate ability and of recognized standing in their subjects ;(b) that the teachers and students alike should have access to well-appointedlibraries and laboratories;
(c) that there should be a large degree of freedom of teaching and of study;and
(d) that the teachers should have sufficient leisure to'be able to pursue Inient investigation in their own subjects?3
If one were to apply these tests to the universities of Australia and to theUniversity of New Zealand, the following answers would be submitted:
(a) In general, students are classed under 'the personal guidance of teacheisof first-rate ability and of recognized standing in their subjects.(b) Teachers and students, alike, do not have access to well-appointed libra-ries and laboratories in all the universities.
The libraries and laboratoiles in such universities as Sydney and Melbourne

are well a.poloted, its I have already said. But in the larger share of other
universities the deficiencies are many and lamentable.

(c) There Is n large degree of 'freedom of teaching and of study. But inthe presentation of many subjects, such as government, socialism, andeconomics, a teacher at 'times feels himself somewhat limited. TheGovernment of Australia, in the Commonwealth and in most of theStates, is frequently a labor gbvertunent. The university depends uponthe Government for grants for its support. 'Many a- teacher, therefore,might be inclined not to present; and certainly not to favor, certaintypes of government and certain types of social interpretation whichmight militate against the industrial State. That many teachers ofthese subjects are free. from any such fear is, of course, evident. Butothers might he inclined to say, " We seek to avoid running the risk ofgiving unnecessary offense."
(d) Teachers. as a rule, do not have sufficient leisure to be able to pursueindependent investigation in their own subjects. As in most Americanuniversities their time and brain are consumed in giving the ordinaryclass-room lecture. The greater share of res4brch curried on inAustralasia is carried on through the personal work of scholars andthrough the medium of private endowment.

. TRAINING FOR CITIZENSHIP.

ir."1.fth. The higher education In Australia and New Zealand should also laythe further obligation upon itself of training the whole community for. noblecitizenship. In Australasia teaching for citizenship is peculiarly lacking. The
altcpt.Calcutta Vnlv. Commission, Vol. V III, p. 207.
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reasons for such deficiency seem to lie in two causes: (1) The mind is not
given ,to theories of citizenship. For it is not a thoughtful or logical mind.

. It is ratbOr Socratic than Aristotelian. It deals with the immediate quest.
It therefore regards fornial instruction in politics, economics, or socialism asof minor importance. Professor Atkinson-, in writidg of educational Aus-tralia, says:

The absence of any large class of highly educated people accounts for acertain intolerance to abstract ideas which is at to show itself at odd times.
Literature of the highest kind is read by only a very small section of the com-
munity, while books of a moderately good but orthodox kind are probably morewidely read than in any other country. This condition gives to thought of apurely academic quality far less influence than in Britain."

(2) A further cause is found in the fear of creating discussion and conse-
quent social trouble. Until recent years, no chair of Ce0110111i414 was established
in any Australian university. Neither -the people nor the Government desired
to lay such a foundation. Education in citizenship, up to the present moment,
has been largely confined to the practical side of carrying on the Government.

. In the practical exercise of citizenship the average worker has more oppor-tunity of developing his civic capaety than a member of any other class.
Through his trade-union, friendly society, cooperative store, and political leagueshe learns much that enriches his citizenship. I have generally found the aver-age worker less prejudiced, more enlightened, and more earnest on matterspolitical and social than the average middle-class man.'

What is called the practical, the utilitarian, dominates. 'The schools flourish
better than the colleges of liberal learning,: Research that has an immediate
end is commendt.d and promoted far more enthusittaticall than research whose
aims are remote. A labor newspaper intimates the common view in saying:

More time than usual was given to the education estimates this year. Muchhorse sense was talked when the establishment of dental and medical schoolswas advocated. Either of the latter would have been more useful to the Statethan the arts as founded. We could well have left the dreamers, snobs, andother graduates in arts to gravitate hither.°
Of course, the reasons of such practical emphasis are not far to seek. The

country is new. The people who came ty Australia came with definitely prac-
tical ends. The battle in and through the soil has been constant and insistent.
The fear of drought forever impends. To make one's peace with nature and
with nature's elements is a primary purpose, insistent hnd impelling. Technical
efficiency, therefore, has a claim on the suffrages of the people that can not
obtain in Oxford or Cambridge, Harvard or Yale.

The urgency, therefore, of gnat fiction in the technical sciences and also in
the economic, the social, and the governmental principles and theories which
make for large citizenship is apparent. In recent months such courses have
been introduced into the universities of. Australia. That the tremendous op-
portunities for the education of citizens in the formal rights and duties which
constitute the State will become worthily filled in the course of the next years or
decades -is an assurance which all those who know, respect, and love the people
of Australia nay worthily hold.

&Australia Economic and Political Studies. Tty Various Writers. From article, " TheAustralian Outlook," by the editor, Prof. Meredith Atkinson, M. A., p. 54.`The New Social Order. A Study of Post-War Reconstruction. By Prof. MeredithAtkinson, M. A. Published by the Workers' Educational Association of Australia, 1919,pp. 125420.
'Australia : Econdmic and Political Studies, edited by Prof. Meredith Atkinson, p. 143.
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